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With·Student Fees
by Edward E. Scott II the system for not having one The reason it was necessary for
1n a meeting of the Board of person who "knows what's going the resolution to be passed was
Directors of Baruch College held on. After making this due to the fact that ordinarily.the <r
on Decem ber 13,..-- 1978, a statement, Mr. Engel clarified funds used to pay the baseball
"resolution was passed -. "ear- himself by pointing out that both coach did not come from Student
marking $1,580.80 from the 1978- the Dean of the. Department of Activities Fees, which are $25.50
79 College Wide Activities and Education (Mr. Tuck man) and per student. From this fee, $8.00
Mandatory Expense Budget for the Director of· Athletics (Mr. is allocatcd.ro help pay for such
funding a coaching salary for the Eng) have only recently come to items as equipment supplies and
Baruch College Baseball Team Baruch, and have not "as yet travel expenses.
Tor the Spring 1.979 season only. adjusted to the administrative In a telephone interview with
Furthermore, be it resolved that system of the school. ; this reporter, Mr. Lew Brown, the
an immediate policy study must According to Mr. Engel, an Chairman of the Student-Faculty
be undertaken for the purposes of amount of money is supposed to Athletic Board, gave his view of
clarifying the extent to which be set aside for the payment of a the December 1978 resolution:
College Association funds are to coach, who is supposed to work "I'm very favorable to it. It
be utilized for" coaching salaries, on a part-time basis. The amount. helped to get the student baseball ..
and that this action is not to be of payment· is approximately team out of a hole. Financial
., b d .. lirni d h Prof. Engelprecedent setting;' $1,300. u get restncuons imue t e
The reason it was necessary for The regular procedure for opportunity to hire a coach; we would be able to have a larger. ,becoming involved in spring
the Board to make this resolution choosing coaches involves in- therefore the Baruch College diversity of teams and a more training. Their coach Mr. Engel
was to the . failure . of thel terviewing several applicants who Association 'helped out the com pre hen s i v e at h re tic has still not been paid the 'entire
Department of Education to might have the necessary .situation by alloting the sum of program." . amount of money stipulated iiihis
make provision for the payment qualifications for the job. This money which helped us hire a The . Dean of The School of contract, but look the team in
of the Baruch College- Baseball year however, the coach was coach for this year's baseball Educatlon,. Dr.. Bruce A. spite of this fact, Mr. 'Engdis
coach, Howard Engel. chosen from -amona Ute faculty . team.". Tuckman, described the. usi:na his own .personaI funds to
In an. interview, Mr. Engel members' of !heDepirtment of ... Baruch's Director 'of AthletIcs TesoIutionaS."sOmething I''d augment the amount of money
described the system fMPayment· PhySicaLEdueat·ion: The faculty:· ~j)ressedthis opinion. on the rather not discuss." .. given tohim by the school for the
as baving u ma n y ..in- DlCIDhttd1osen'Was·Mr~·Engel~resoluti~:,'.'If we- had more Currently tbeba$eball team is . trip•.
'.,,'Co1iSlsiend~'~~~.Be'~'!"~"":~~~CM~~~,ftORt,dte'8miJrist~.., ~'~-':::~iiJe" -~~.~t:t2': ..", .. ,-."_i_,:_'~ '.--;.'i---...~......:-~..:..:...~~.~--...;~
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Controversial Issues-Surrounding Sentry
. ' ..
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One of the allegations made by
the committee is that all publica-
tions of Sentry that were printed
violated fiscal poljcy which states:
Budget request for publica-
tions to be done outside of
the college must be based
upon at least three
bids... Upon receipt of at
Ieast three bids, the editor
and!or .business' • manager
will meet with the Dean Of
St udents or his designee to
review the bids .. The editor
and/or the ' business
'manager in consultation
with the Dean Of Students
or his designee, will identify "
the lowest bidder at actual
costvWit'h respect the Day
Session student publica-
lion, a budget request-
(including the name of the
successful bidder and ;1C~
tualcost) signed by the
editor and/or rhe business'
manager will then be' for-
warded to Day Session Stu-
dent Assembly .
Dr. Aaron clarified that Has of
February" 20th. the day the first
issue of the Sentry came out. no
bids had been submitted to me or
a possible designee." Asa result,
"a paper was printed, which was
dearly, 'not authorized by the
Colleg-e Association. on February
20th," Dr. Aaron emphasizes. "I
feIt that it was my responsibility
that I should inform the members
.' Coat, on page 6, col. 2
Dr. Irving Greggor-
;r--"'.
investigate financial
matters in any area of the
colege as deemed necessary.
The current treasurer of student
government had no role in setting
up this committee. When con-
.fronted with this, Mr. Stuto
replied, "I have certain implied.
powers; the constitution does not
prohibit me from setting up such
a committee and besides in Board
of Higher Education Bylaws, Sec-
tion 15.11, subsections a.b,c and.
d, allows full disclosure to any
and all students to invetigate the
finanacial activities 'of any
organization or-administrative of-
flee." .
D.S.S.G. Constitution.
According to the letter sent to
the Dean of Students. the
president of sutudent government
set up a committee to investigate
"any possible wrongdoings of the
-' ..
. Sentry organization." However.
the legality of such a committee
has 'been contested by many
because accorping to th~ current
constitution .governing the Day
Session Student Government, it is
stated that:
The treasurer has the power
and the responsibility. to
set up .any committee ·to
"...... ..
.-
Directors would to the same. Such
a premise. although risky, is not
uncommon.
However, an interesting turn of
events took place at the next
Board of Directors meeting on
March 13th, 1979 in which the
board would be asked to approve
the Sentry budget as allocated by
the Assembly. A letter from the
President of Day Session Student
Government. Mr. Charles Stuto ,
addressed to Dr. Jav Finkleman,
". ... ~. ."
Dean of Students was distributed '
to board members in which it was
alleged that the Sentry had
violated the .Board of .Higher.
Education bylaws and the
directors). being that they will not However. on the morning of
pay for items for which funding Feb. 20th, prior to the assembly
was not approved. " meeting, the Sentry had already
"Besides," Dr. Aaron futher hit the stands. However. as- any
states. "in a verbal conversation allocation of, such amount
over -the phone, I had advised the ($6,900)~ the Sentry' budget
printer that the Sentry was not required the final approval of the
allocated any funds and therefore Board of Directors before funds.
advised them not to print." would be available to print. But,
Similarily, in the spring the Sentrv came out with their
semester 1979, having no monies second issue on February 28th
in their line, and -hot having and third issue March 8th in
College Association nor Student, anticipation of approvalof funds
Government authorization. the by the board; on the premise that
Sentry hit the stands on February now that the ·assembly·had
20th. 1979: approved funding, the Board of
'Sentry's business manager's irresponsiblebehavior has
left the sentry Association liable and vulnerable to any
legal action taken against Sentry.' ,
Prior to publication, on Feb.
16th 19~9. at the College
Association Board of Directors
meeting, . Mr. Hank Testa.
Business' Manager of the Sentry
requested that the Board of-
Directors .directly allocate Day
Session Student Assembly funds
toenabIe the Sentry to pring.
However, a "motion to table the .
proposal to fund the Sentry was
approved by a vote of (8) in favor
and (i) opposed. Furthermore, if
was suggested that the Board hold
off any action untin the Day
Session Student Assembly act on .
the issue as planned for February
20th. 1979. '
by Brian Watman freshmen. The groups Were led by fun .and see each other in a
three professional staff members, different liaht ." Dr. Greaer
ten faculty members, nine notes, "You think defferent ly of
graduate interns and 40 students. a teacher after having played
... Dr-Greger- ..views.Jrirnself as a softbal-l-wi+h-him. "-He--potnts"out ,.
student guide rather than an that a closer relationship would
advisor because a guide implies a help the faculty teach better
continuous presence whereas an because' they woould see students
advisor is more of an occasional as individuals rather than as
consultant. Despite teaching in a empty faces.
classroom only a handful of "Another point is that students
times, Dr. Greger - considers should be more cohesive. After
himself a teacher. He believes in all, many other college st udent
persistence and hard work and bodies are." Dr. Greger dislikes
operates on the premise that excuses such as "there's no
students can make it if they try.' campus available." He suggests
Dr. Greger, whose specialty is Today's students suffer from that students become more in-
Group Dynamics, applies his what Dr. Greger labels "spec- volved in school organizations.
expertise to bettering the tatoritis." "I the past students He recalls that 212, the Com- available. But like all obstacles, members and other students to
freshman· orientation program. did more for themselves; twenty rnunity Workshop, was placed he feels this should not prevent say hello to."
He explains the purpose of the years ago, 25% of the student on the second floor on the theory the department from progressing Concerning plans for the
program. "We want to provide a populace were members of a that "if students won't go to the and improving. "Like all things, .. ' future. Dr. Greger remarks,
series of programs for freshmen school club or organization. fourth floor to get to it (the he feels the department could be "Student Government should
which would enable them to When Cr. Greger reminisces Community Workshop), we'Ilgo improved. "We' would gladly take the initiative to lind out what
succeed in their academic and about Baruch's past, he speaks to them:' 212 was developed to provide services and staff. I the students want and what they
personal lives at Baruch. To fondly of those times. Recalling reach the students. HIt's a group would like to see all sorts of need. This way, the department
achieve this we place students in Lampert House. Baruch's which combines service and self programs for students but it takes can better serve the student
small groups. This provides a Student Center until 1960, he development." student involvement to succeed. populace." He hopes that in the
framework within which students notes the differences in the As it stands now, students -get future members of the Baruch
are free to talk and participate in relationship betweent he student Some of the goals' of the little opportunity to get to know community work and share more.
group discussions." A firm body and the administration. Student Personnel Department the faculty. I would like to see "After all, the future doesn't
believer in the benefits of small, "Years ago the college was are to reach out to students and to improved communication bet- have to be an exact replica of-the
groups, Dr. Greger explains that close knit. There used to be a educate. them to the services ween members of the school." past."
the positive aspe-cts of these warm and close association available. Another ,impo!"taRt One of Dr. Greger's favorite In conclusion Dr. Greger
groups are "the enabling of between students and faculty. goal is to futther develop con- ideas is to revive the .freshrnan states, "Even after all these years
students to grow and mature." This relationship was enhanced structive progr~ms. D~ .. ~re~:r ori~J;lt~t!io~ ..~e~kerd_which u~~., .. I stiIJ find working in Baruc~-i~_'
The freshman' orientation IS by various weekend- workshops' . feels these goals are. attainable, . . to t.a~~.pla~~prior. ~o comrnencmg . wonderful .~~pen~nce. and j .pla~.
very large. During the-fall of 1978 throughout the' year.. 'These According to Dr. Greger; one" : the Iowerfreshman term. "This . 'to continue doing as good a Job as
there were 85 freshman orien- weekends gave students and' main problem for the department way, on the first-day of school, I can. I plan to meet the various
tat ion groups cons~stiJn~-?[ 1;~ , "racu}tr a ~~~nce 't~:' r~lax"r.h~~~_ .. ~s the I~i~e.d. ~~~ff .and f~ndiD& I .students would gave some facuJtYI~ .(:hat~g~,.:' 1J'~ ..••.. 't\'\.'\ . \ ••~ '.' ..'
. Since coming to Baruch in
1947, as part of the ad-
.. ministration __ Dr. .Irving .Greger
has served in almost every
capacities within the Department
of Student Personnel Services.
For the past four years he has
served as the Director of
'0 r ie n tat ion and Sp e cia I
Programs. These special
programs include career coun-
seling, job placement services,
and freshman orientation.
by Amit Govil
If lightning does indeed strike
twice, then the Baruch College
Sentry publication is a vertable
rod. Similar to Spring 1978
semester when the Sentry >
newspaper met opposition and
ceased printing in this Spring of
1979. Sentry is not without its
problems.
Sentry's basic problem stems
from the fact that currently it has
no funding available to print. The
problem is reminiscent of one in
Spring semester 1978 when the
Sentry came out with two issues
for which funds were not
allocated and still unpaid. At the
time, the members of the Sentry
Association, who are the
publishers of the newspaper, were
notified priior to the publications
that each and everyone of the
members . w.ould be, held
personally liable should they print
without full authroization. Yet,
the Sentry Association went
ahead and printed in anticipation
of the allocation of funds.
However, the problem magnified.
as they were not funded and to
this date the .bills for the two
issues still remain unpaid. Dr.
Ronald Aaron. Assistant Dean of
Studenst explained, "I have
received requests from the
lawyers of the printers requesting
payment of bills unpaid and I
informed them of the stand of the
college, aad- ~ :tPe~· ~ board (of.
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the perimeter of the white living
room, drawn by the colors,
. shapes, and posture of, various
photos, fabrics and sculptures;
she adds, HIt's very rewarding.
There's a lot of self-satisfaction in
it ... The happiest moments of
my' life have been when I'm
creating something."
~l.t~':-~.. '
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Students operating administrative office.
.. '
Ms. Minerva Cruz
misguided resentment, Seated in
. .
her high rise apartment , M'S.
Cruz spoke fondly' of the art
department at Baruch, "Baruch's
art department is growing . . . It
is small enough that you have-a
«. voice and a choice."
Ms. Cruz is not bitter. These
things happen. As ones eye is
guided carefully and subtly along '.
:s .
··A.·~·?~···'n.-.ISt
. .'
photos were taken down because jectionable by the bank because
. of customer complaints. She' they show the man from the waist
commented that, "You have, ina . up: Also, she finds value in the
·.~nk setting, 'a great deal of fact that her, work can affect.
unsophisticated people' coming people, either positively' or
throughhere ... and they're not negatively, "If you cause people
orientated toward .art. They are to be moved .... then you've
offended by' It because-they did succeeded.'
not see it as art, n Itseem~" also, that Ms. Cruz's'
.: Ms. Cruz is not surprised by work has created controversy
this attitude. The dark, sharp- before. Her photo of an older
featured woman echoed, ':,Ithink woman in a bathing suit holding
people don't know what art is. .. an'. umbrella received mixed
Art inthe Nineteenth Century and reviews when it appeared on the
art in the Twentieth Century is last page of the Baruch bulletin
defferent," She added that. she for the 1978-79 term.
felt that she .would have to be The issue of censorship of art
accepting of the bank's position, because it conflicts with social
and that, "There is nothing.1 convention found its way to
could say to (them] . ~ '.. It's like Baruch earlier this year. Its
speaking to a bisot." ·p~rallel is the incident involving
, Ms. Yake continued by saying·. Louis Argrusos carved pipes that
that, uI·· think the photographs, . were displayed as art and then.
, were very nice .. '. [but] when the censored-fsee Ticker December
customers complain, it is our job 6th,' '78.) About this type of
to 90something about it~" attitude, Ms.' cruz commented,'
But Ms. Cruz was not com- "People have to change with the;
pletely short-changed. Some times. Changing isgrowing. And
photos which she described as, some people never grow .-"
, • I Fv e r y s t ron g, mae ortunately for culture, artists
photographs," are still oil exhibit frequently persist' in the face of
and are not considered ob- hcsit ant appreciation and
Exemption Test
Accounting OHice
by Diane Salvatore
Minerva Cruz, junior·' and an
art major. here at' Baruch, recently
had' . a sam pfi'ng of. her
photography on exhibit : in a
Citibank in Manhattan, only to
have it censored by the bank's
administration, who termed' it
44inappropriate."
The exhibit was arranged by ,
Charles Biasiny,· director of'a
photo gallery <called En Foco
Incorporated. The exhibit opened
. at the Citibank . located on Two
Broadway on March fifth, part' of
. which .. displayed Ms. Cruz's
photography of male and female
anatomy" Sometime shortly
afterward, Ms. Cruz's photos
were removed silently, the ex-
planation being that they were
"inappropriate for a bank set-
ting. "
Ms. Cruz,. who called' her
photos abstracts in that they
portrayed the body a~. landscape,
added that "they're ethereal ...
They're almost surreal
They're subdued, delicate, and
very much art. "
Debbie Yake, manager of the
Citibank , explained that the
···B····-··· -". h'"
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by Don Laub Controller, they left because they Esther Rebhun, former Assistant
The Student Services Ac- found Hbetter positions. .. Director, lefton March 9.
counting .Unit (SSAU) in the Grace Pattison, former The employees ofthis office are ."
Student€e\\t"er recently lost two . Director of the office Iocatedon neither New. YorJ(.Cirj;:'~·N~:: .':::.
~-;-AccordiiJg:~"theit.';'the<3Fd,.·~ ·ur, the·StttdCnt· ¥eFkS.(are~.-~· .
supervisor, Dan Creange, College" Center, 'left in Februarycwhile -M.- Baruch, Associattorr.rwnrch:"
. oversees the operations of the
Student Center, employs them.
. The Student Activity Fee,
($25.50). collected at
Registration, and revenue from
by Lisa Bridges Auxiliary Services (cafeteria
According to the Curriculae nor credit granted sales) provided the money for
,
Guidance Department there is an Many students feel Exemption their salaries. Carl Aylman ,
easier way to receive the required Examinations are a faster way to Director of the Student Center,
credits for c'oilrseS- thai-:-youfeel receive your required credits. - --said, "The doITars- in general are
you know about, these credits can Patricia Simmons, a Business OK, bur the fringe benefits give
. be acquired by taking Exemption Public Administrations major second class citizenship status."
Test. says, "Exemption Examinations Mr. Creange feels it is just a
Exemption Tests are offered are fine for those capable of coincidence that both Ms. Pat-
for all courses required at Baruch, passing them, but the '15.00 tison and Ms. Rebhun left at
except any course requiring application fee creates a problem virtually the same time. "Jobs on
Performance, for example: a for, those of us, who are not sure the outside pay more," he said .
. speech class. of passing them." The Curricular Ron Aaron, Assistant Dean of
The student handbook points Guidance Department is located Students and Secretary of the
• .-- •• ....,.JQ, ~ •
out that a maximum of six credits on the 9th floor. of the 24th street Association, said he felt they left this happening. He pointed out University with a B.S degree in
will be awarded for the com- building. because of the ··potential that money is allocated to the accounting. Ms. Miller has
pletion of a proficiency A maximum of. 32 credits mobility of the operations they college on two different levels- worked in the office since May
examination in a foreign through Exemption Examinations are now with. t, instructional and student services. 1978. She says she encountered no
language. A student with less than is allowed for all students. The Prior to 1975 the college ad- While there have been increases major difficulty with the job.
two years of" H.S. language may procedure is as follows: ministration paid for professional on the instructional level, "there "Our relations with the students
earn this credit or receiver 1. Decide on a course you salaries (director, assistant is an erosion _of money on the are good. We try to work with
exemption from the language would like to receive credit for. director, counselors) in the student service level," he said. them and try to accomodate
requirement by taking Battery A 2. Go to the Curricular Student Center. Since that time, "Many legislators see this as an them, to she said.
of .the N. Y. State Pr.oficiency Guidance Department in the 24th due to the fiscal difficulties ex- area of frills," he added. The SSAU reports directly to
Examination. A student mayalso Street building for an application. perienced by New, York City, The SSAU not only handles the the College Controller's Office.
take an Exemption Test in any (Bursars Fee at this writing is these salaries come from Student money generated by student fees and not to the "Director. of the
... ,
course that they have not 515.(0) Activity fees' and Auxiliary and Auxiliary Services, but it also Student Center due to the
previously taken.. The credits 3. ·FilI out the application and Services revenue. The Baruch handles the payroll _ technical nature of the job.
earned from this examination can h a v e itap pro ve d College administration never paid employed at the St enrCenter,. ~eming the turnover .in t~e
_be applied toward -earning a by the appropriate office of the salaries of SSAU. This means The office acts a liasion bet- offlCe~r. ereange takes a "walt-
bachelor'sdegree. Upon comple- Curricular Guidance and the· that there is less money available ween Student Government and. and-see"}attitude as to its effect on
tion of the test the student Department Chairman. After to ensure that salaries and fringe the various chlabs. While the operatioas. "It's hard to say. It's
receives one of the following your application has been ap- benefits for these employees are Student Govemment allots a . only been a few weeks. I believe
ratings: proved, and you have taken the competitive with private industry. specific amount of money to each Sheryl 'MUler can do an excellent
~.,o: ?!. ~y~~~e~l?~n'l ~~~~, • e~~}~a~.i,~~~ l?~'!..~~~~;~:~~~ri~I" ~~ .• :~ssi(~!liti~~ ...~.f }~e ,.~q:~., cll!P/..1,~,~,~:~!?.~~Hr.~J,~~J,,~a9~ .. job," ~r:~~J"~~~sa~q;h~.hasUa .cr~~~u;,..~", .:,.. ~::U~.~.:~ .. ':::~ .. '::~' ... Of}~t_'~~~~:J?t.~~~~~,t9, ..~_ .. mlnlstr'~~~~:'J.~~~s~~P~~:.;r~h~.;;:~ cI~~~~s.,.~,th~qt~;lI~.~~~~;.:rj 10t!Of7"~nH~ ,..~~," ~~t70ijo':7901~·-:.exemPt~ tiU! 'Wit1luric( .grait(~.fo. )'~U, ~~4.i.itg,- upon . pr~~e~lon:al ..payroll .~~t~e The new ~CUJlg 4\reclOr q( the, he added there ~y .be delays ~n.
credit' . ~ ,." '.' , , ., . the leveLof achievement on the- - Student Center are remote.. Dean SSA..U is Sheryl Miller. Ms.. Miller . the processing of ~e' vouchers.
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improved.
Circle K will be attending the
New York District Convention. of
our organization this weekend,
Hopefully, we will win another
award as we did last year. Last
year the Baruch Circle K won the
Publicity Award. We couldn't.
have done it without you, the
Baruch Faculty and Staff.
blood drives at Baruch for the last
3 years. Our 3 year total of pints'
of blood contributed stands at
. 272 or 34 'gallons of blood. This
represents quite a few lives saved.
Circle' K is also known for its toy
drives and we wish to thank all
the donors to both projects.
Becasue of Y0J,lr aid the quality of
life in ,New York is greatly
Journalism Internships'
Vulius Anthony Thompson
Students of Baruch, stand up
and be proud, you have. come
through like champs... Your'
efforts have produced the' most
successful blood' drive in three
years and perhaps in the past ten
years.
The place' -was the Student
Center Oak Lounge. The' time
9:00 am to 6:00 pm. But most
importantly the participants,
Baruch College Circle K Club
and The Blood Program of
Greater New York and please let
us not forget the 106 donors who
gave their life's blood. Many
people wert' involved In
producing this event: Carl
Alyrnan, .director of the Student
Center who made the first contact
with the Red Crosse.Torn Franks,
the Red Cross representative; and
Marta Prado, President of Circle
K , the girl who can move
mountains.
Mana or "Lucky" to her· many
firends, heads the Circle K Club.
The club has been running the
...-
. .
Circle KBlood'Drive
by Jason Marks
Yisroel Goodman wanted Leonore Dicker, profile writer current political issues and with
something which could aid him in for Town & Village, "the largest activities among synagogue
getting a job after college. paid ABC (Audit Bureau of groups. Mr. Goodman writes
Blanche Mackey had decided Circulations) weekly in New York publicity about the Council for an
upon her major but wasn't sure City and one of the largest paid- international readership.
what specialization she wanted to . circulation community weeklies in Sharon Henderson, intern with
pursue. the United States." Ms. Dicker the Community Education
These students and others like writes personality portraits of Services Di vision of the
them all have one thing in prominent residents in the Ch)ldren's Television Workshop,
common: they're enrolled in the Stuyvesant Town and 'Peter an' organization which teaches
journalism internship course at Cooper. Village area. instructors how to incorporate the
Baruch. Under this program, Darniel Cowles, news assistant lessons of Sesame Street (Channel
English 5050-5051, now in its -at American Banker, "the only 13) as teaching tools for pre-
fourth semester, students are daily banking newspaper," a schoolers at Day Care Centers,
placed with newspapers, publication that informs bankers schools, and other facilities in-
magazines, and broadcast of the latest news in the world of eluding prisons and agencies in
stations throughout New York finance. Mr. Cowles works on economically deprived com-
City. Interns receive on-the-job corporate press releases and rnunities.
training under professional Federal Reserve decisions, as well Rebecca Herman, researcher
guidance, and have worked in as stories phoned in from and organizer for Children's
such places as The Village Voice. stringers around the country. Television Workshop
Town & Village, Routes John Forde, editorial assistant publications, which produces the
Magazine, and TV channels 5 and for Sport Magazine, which is Sesame Street and Electric
'13. affiliated with Redbook and Company magazines and whose
The course, taught on a Ladies' Home Journal and whose TV shows are aired on the Public
rotating basis by professors stories have dealt with such sports Broadcast ing System. Ms.
Myron Schwartzman, Roslyn figures as Reggie Jackson, Julius Herman is now busy researching a
Bernstein, and Jason Marks, Erving, Nancy Lopez, and Terry project that will help define the
meets once a week in seminar and Bradshaw. Mr . Forde's duties purposes of various departments
offers three credits. In class, include helping to set up in- in CTW's upcoming children's
students share their work ex- terviews and matching stories science magazine.
periences and refine their jour- with art work. Steve Moskowitz, news and
nalistic techniques. Students Deborah Judkins, a checker for feature writer for Heigh IS-
should expect to spend at least Routes Magazine, a guide to black Inwood News. a week l y
eight hours a week at their entertainment in New York City ~ newspaper which serves northern,
respective internships. Ms. Judkins helps provide in- Manhattan and deals with
Prof. Marks, who is teaching formation on what's going on in community events including
the course this term, described lit theater, jazz,' sports, and other politics, education, crime, sports,
as, "an opportunity for students leisureactivities. and • human interest. Mr.
deeply interested in journalism to Yisroel Goodman, contributing Moskowitz, in three months time
gain valuable experience under and copy editor of the National has had seven stories appear
professional tutelage and start Council of Young Israel, an under his byline.
building toward a career." The organization which publishes ' Ira Sager; writer at Our Town. a
interns.and t.h~iJpo~tt~o.~are: ..~ " ' . , books.and pamphlets dealing.witb ~ .~edVy A ,.ne.wspaper (circulation. -
- •• - _. - ~ • ,---.-- - - - - - - - - - - - 7 -;..- .• '" .~-~-,.'·COiat:·Oiip:·f,-~.-i
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f r iends , rei a t ivesand a nyon t'
or anything to write just a
short letter to your congress-
man or senator ,; If we don't
care about ourselves, who
will?
Are you planning to go
to summer school? Mohamed
Haf'eez , Assistant Coordinator
of Veterans Affairs, says you
should come .to the veterans
office on cam pus [0 cer t i fy
for the summer anytime after
April 3.
Also, the BevA plans to in-
vite Roben Muller, [he head of
the Council of VietnamVeterans,
to come to Baruch and talk to the
Associarion. Details will soon be
announced. Keep. reading .The
Ticker for further information.
I leave you with these words
from Shakespeare's Julius
Caesar-"The fault, dear
Brutus, is not in our stars, BUI
in ourselves ..."
Jewish Council
of Baruch
ORGANIZATION MEETING
Thursday
March 29, 1979
12:00 p.m,
Room 827, 26th St.
Refreshments
Resort horelexperience required.
_Must be 18 yrs. old & have
checkable references.
New York State
Employment Service
Resort Unit
247 W. 54 St. NYC
NEVER A FEE
RESORT HOTEL
OPENINGS
Jobs available NOW,
Year round, weekends
Holiday weeks
for
Waiters/Waitresses
Dining Room Attendants
Veteran's Association
FILM:
THE CLASS THAT WENT TO WAR
A Film About Vietnam Vets -
Thursday, March 29 Room 1304 23rd St
12:30 PM
ALL WELCOME!
Street Fair Committee
The Street Fair Committee invites individuals apd groups
interested to participaie iii the Annual Baruch Street Fair
which will take place on 'thursday, May 10 from 11:00 to
~:OO. If you sing, dance or do anything to enchance the
.culturat awareness of Baruchians please leave name, phone,
and act to be performed in 'obb~' of student center with
Dorothy. Hurry time is running short.
Veterans Info
All veterans note this date and
time! March 29, 12:30 PM. On
that date the Baruch College'
Veterans Association (BCV A)
will sponsor the film The Class
That Went TQ.. War. It will be
shown in Room 1304 of the 23rd
Street building. The film ,,_deals
with the problem Vietnam vets
have had readjusting to civilian
. life. The audiovisual catalog
describes it this way- "The film
': focuses on the people, the War,
its legacy and lingering scars of
. the era. ,.
The BeVA decided recently
to commence itsm-ail c-am-
paign concerning. tm- Vietnam
, .
Veterans Bilt.. Aile veterans
enrolled at Baruch should
have received material (or
soon will) concerning this
mailing. It will help all of us.
Write as many letters as you
can. Get your wives, children,
-~ ......- ..~, ..'
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Phoenix House's Learning Experi_ence . .. •• 0 •.
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not feel that he would be able to
turn down 'a.lcohol or-drugs on an"
everyday basis.' ·To· keep strong
.and able to resist, he tries to "stay
away from . that (his old)
neighborhood and from that kind
of people (those who are involved "
in drugs' or alcohol}." In addi-
tion. Mr.. Smith is being trained
to enter the real world.
Phoenix ..House has seminars, ,
museums and field trips, "Sluff to
get us interested in the world out-
. . .
side:' Ralph Smith soon would
like to enter a "traae school so I
can make money and then finish"
college on my own."
17
Goodbye Girl
Thursday
12 m & 2 m
Spring Film Schedule
April
.~.;. -:. '.:.; '-
found in Phoenix House "they'll
dose the place down." The en-
counter group. sessions can be
rough too. Mr. Smith explained
- that "if I get cut up verbally, and
I dwell on it, I. feel like shootin"
up or drinkin •.' ,
The solution in such a case
would be to find a friend, which
Mr. Smith believes is one of the
most important factors inhelping
him adjust to the real world. The,
idea. is to' "try to- get as many
. friends as you can so you'll
always have someone to talk to. I
spread myself thin. I think I have
a lot of friends, real friends. ,.
'. As of today, !VIr. Smith does
"
Stud-ent Center Program
.Board
1
29
Walking Tall
Final Chapter
Thursday
12 m& 1 m
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The Deep
Frida' 1& 3
.
-by Rebecca Herman he would go and· have a drink encounter' group, according to
On March 13 at II A.M., the because, "I didn't want-to admit I, Mr. Smith, "you talk about your
Oak Lounge in Student Center' . was an a1coholic. H . feelings and point out negative
was chilly, but ·it soon warmed up After three years in Texas, Mr. . things people do.'·• The members
as Ralph Smith, .of ·Phoenix Smith, and his wife, moved back learn not to act on impusles and
House self-help program,. spoke to Ohio where he shot speed, emotions.
openly, . and . courageously, drank alcohol . and took. The "learning experience" is
answered quest ions on his use and barbituates uppers and' not as innocent as it sounds. If so-
misuse of drugs and alcohol. downers. The Smiths' marriage' rneone in the House is found with
Mr. Smith has been a member lasted six years and produced one' drugs or alcohol, no one is' per-
of. •Phoenix House for nine . child, a boy. When Mr. Smith and- miuedio speak to that person and
months and in about ~18 month's his wife-decided to .break up he "you're there by yourself'."
hopes ·to be ready to leave the was on the streets again. He got Besides the fact that thi-s "ex-
House arid live.on his own, free of . busted one last time. perience" works psychologically
alcohol and drugs. Convicted, Mr. Smith agreed to to assist the addict or alcoholic in
Born in South Carolina, Mr. enroll in the prisorAsix months 'kicking his or her, habit, it is
Smith moved to Ohio with his drug program', th'us~nsured' a necessary. because, according to
family when he was 12, started lighter sentenl.:e.· He remained in Mr ~ Smith, if drugs or alcoh.ol are
drinking alc6hol ~ age 15, and jail 30 days, was released and ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
drank it onand off for 15 years. came to New York City. Some
He drank codein cough syrup for friends -and relatives had offered
two years until he was 20. when it to help him, if he straightened
became mandatory to have a out. So hegot a job which "was a
prescription for the medicine. He deterrent to drugs," .whichi.he
then began shooting heroin after soon quit and started ."hanging
an acquaintance. offered. him a free out " again. Hissister,~at whose
. shot. Soon, Mr. Smith was in- home he was staying, kicked him
volved In grand theft and grand out. He wound up on the Bowery.
larceny.. where he met a man who told' him
"I could sec myself __.going about Phoenix House.
down..It was a fast trip.to the bot- Phoenix House, which aids
:. 10m •.: :..So..h~_Wenl.LO.,D~~b&.i:e~_9:.r.~"•.". ",!dct~~!~,.t.. "':""~£otwli..s.?~,_, _._ ."'._. '''--'' .. "
he shot heroin for, three-months teenagers.with.Iamity problems or, ..
and, because he wasn't getting a even people who cannot rnamage
satisfactory "high. ,. started their money. comprises, among
drinking again. His wife. whom other programs, encounter
he met and married in Texas, per- . groups and "learning ex-
suaded -him to join Alcoholics periences." In a total of fi\~
Anonymous. but after a meeting houses there are 500 people. In an
-..,'.-
~ .
All Films are shown in 24th St Rm 114
-,
WOMEN"S CENTER
Presents
Ftlm and discussion on Breast Cancer prevention with the
AmericailCanl'er Socie.~·
Man:h 29. 1979
12:00 - 2:00
()ak Loungc/Studen! Center
XXXX
Refreshments
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'A~I are invited, Registration is at 8:45 A.M. 56 full-time staff and
faculty; 53 students" part-time staff and facult~·. Pre-registration:
make check payable to CUNY Women"s Coalition. Mail check to:
Clara Melman
Sociology
College of Stateg·Island
Staten Island, N.Y. 10301
THE POLITICS OF LOVE
The CUNY Women's Coalition presents its seventh annual
conference: Saturday, March 31st·
Lehman1\uditorium
Barnard College
Broadway and 116th St •• Manhattan
'There will be feminist panels. a slide show" and folk songs on topics
ranging from "Myth to Revolutien' through "Beleagured Bed-
mates: Sex and Struggle"•
....." , .... ".
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Sentry's Immediate Future:
..
,
.il..~
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..
three and four).
When Mr. Walter Barandiaran,
a member of the Board Of
Directors was asked whether he
was personally in .agreement with
the decision reached by the
Board, he replied, "the Board at
no time has stated or advocated
the termination of Sentry, and the
fact that the Board allocated
funds to pay for issues numbered
2,3 and 4 is an indication of its
desire to support all. publications
at Baruch, so long as -they follow
the College's expenditure
policy," he adds, "I agree with
the board's decision and Lt hink
that it acted in good faith and in a
responsible manner."
The Sen fry has thus far
published four issues, of which
....
the board may pay only for the
last three. Thus the first
unauthorized issue of the Sentry
will have to be paid by the
Association. When asked whether
the issue had been paid for, Mr. "
Olavarrio replied. "we are in the
process of paying for it in Ad
revenue c-ollected from issues two,
three and four for which we
willbe paid for by money
allocated by the Fees Committee
in congruence with the board of
directors." This obviously raises
[he question whether it is proper
or legit to pay for a totally
unauthorized issue from revenue
collected from authorized issues?"
The immediate future does not
predict an absolute end to all of
Sentry's problems. The next
board of directors may answer
some questions. As Mr. George
Weinrib, a member of the Sentry
Association put it, "Only time,
will tell. "
'Pending'
-----
..... __ ... .... 0 ......_~... ..- _ -*' .... _ ~. _ .... ----. ........_ ... ~ ........ 4# ...~ 0# •• -..- - - _ ~-
designee of the Dean of Students
To this, Mr. Stuto replies,
. "There are certain rules that
every organization must follow,
one of which is, the chartering
, -
process: however; there is no
record of the charter of the Sentry
on file with student government."
In replying to· Mr. Stutos
statement, Al DeMarco,
chairman of the Sentry
Association stated, "We are
chartered as we have followed the
,
chartering process, even Mr.
Aylman has, said, 'just because
Charlie (Stuto) keeps a messy
office and cannot find the cards,
the Sentry should not be penalized
for it,' we are a part of the
constitution and how can an
entity that is a part of the
constitution be not chartered?"
Having read the allegations
presented by Mr. Stuto, the board
resolved the following:
. The board will only pay for
the issues (of Sentry) from
March 6th, (issues numbers
two, three and four, and it
is interesting to note that
the last two issues of the
Sentry were both numbered
Vol. 7 No. 3),00 the
premise that they acted in
good faith in anticipation
of the funds allocated to
them by the assembly
2 I f any of the allegations are
found to be true, it would
then prove that the
members did not act in
good faith and the College
Association will not be held
responsible and will' not pay
for any of the issues
(including, numbers' two,
Tuition Assistance Program
Students who have not yet applied for Tuition
AuistaneeProgram awards and other grants for
1978-79 must file a Student Payment Application
by Mareh.31. 1979.
after the printing of the first
until the second week of March.
Bur. by the time the proper
designee of the Dean of-Students
had the opporrunit y to review.arid
, properly authorize them, Student
Government Assembly had
already approved funding of the
Sentry, Thus the Assembly's
action to approve funding of the
paper may not be justified since
their actions preceeded the actions
of .rhe proper designee of the
Dean of Students.
In their defense to the
aforementioned allegations, the
Sentry Association, in a letter
addressed to President of Baruch
College. .Joe! Segal, they contest
that Mr. Carl Aylrnan classifies as
a proper designee of the Dean of
Students. Therefore, according to
them, the submission of the bids
to Mr. Aylrnan by them serves in
accordance with the rules set
forth in the fiscal guidelines.
Anot her 'strong allegation made
by the invest igat ive committee is
that, "As of this date Sentry is
not chartered with the D.S.S.G.,
therefore, Senfr.v. has violated the
D.S.S.G. constitution."
However, the Sentry
Association refutes this allegation
by pointing out that the existence
of Sentry is called for in the
constitution of the D.S.S.G.
Their letter to President Segal
stares, "I h our recent elections
(January 1979) the student body
elected the duly members of the
Sentry Association; if Sentry is
indeed an illegal publication, why
then were the positions put on the
ballot?"
issue. Howeve-r, Mr. Aylman did
, not submit the bids to the proper
. .-. < -. ~
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is the
of the
Bruce
joined
waiting to be filled.
Dr. Buchin also has established
a set of files, with students
permission of course, that sen es
as references she sends out to
potential employers when job
opportunities arrive. All this is
available to the education major
for free!
The Placement Office
brainchild of the Dean
School of Education,
Tuckman. Mr. Tuckman
the school last September.
Or. Buchin was hired at Baruch
in 1970 as an assistant to the Dean
of Curricular Guidance Office.
At that time the guidance office
had the monumental job of
servicing all the students at-
tending Baruch. The School of
Education opened in 1973 and Dr.
Buchin joined its forces.
The Placement Office is located
in Room 1012 of the 315 Park
Ave. Building. Outside the office
hangs a bulletin board filled with
positions available' to students.
Dr. Buchin's a very charming and
warm person. She has, of her own
initiative, added clippings from
'newspapers and trade journals
advertising even more open
positions that she has come across
and students may have missed.
Be aware education majors of
this office's existence. It certainly
seems to have a lot to offer.
without resisting, I would have report if, to the superintendent
'lost $20, Due to my actions, I' immediately; darkened elevators
spent weeks in pain and he still are extremely dangerous. The
got my $20." New York Police Department
Potentialmuggers are hard to advises:
. spot, they are all shapes. sizes, "~If you, live in an vapartrnent
·and races. They ply their trade in where you know the other
all-corners of New York City, not residents and find yourself in the
just infamous Central Park. lobby with a stranger, you can let
Muggers hang around check- him take the elevator and wait for
cashing establishments where it to return for you. If you are on
people cash their welfare, Social the elevator and someone gets on '
Security and" pay checks. They . whose presence makes you
lurk, in dark places like subways. uneasy, get off at the next floor.
and in-apartment buiidings.Always stand near the, control'
Muggers also like to ride panel: . if. attacked hit the alarm
elevators and prey on the elderly: butt on and press as many of the
especially women. Before you gel other but rons as you' can reach
on an elevator. took in and check wit h your arm and elbow,
the mirror to see if someone is in enabling the door to open at any
the corner. If the light is-broken. of several tloors."
Cont, from p. 2
of the Sentry Association that
they could potentially be held
personally liable if the funding
. -were not available and [ did so in
a letter (dated February 22nd
1979). "
However, it has been alleged
that Mr. Hank Testa, (at the time
the managing editor and not the
business manager nor the editor-
in-chief), submitted the bids 10
Mr. .Carl Aylman, Director of
Student Activities, sometime soon
Women's' Voice:
Secu.r'ity Y'ips
e-g ..0_~ - . C'rl&t,.
Education Placement
Office
.... -
by Mary Cunningham
The School of Education,
referred to as the third school
here at Baruch, has opened a
placement office, through which
graduating education majors or
education majors who have
graduated may find the job
opportunity they've been looking
for.
Under the direction of Dr. Jean
Buchin, assistant professor in the
School of Education, the
placement office has lists of job
openings, both temporary and
permanent. These positions range
from teaching the handicapped to
Office Management and
Secretarial Studies. The two latter
positions fall under this category
because they are majors in the
School of Education.
When the office opened, Dr.
Buchin contacted many com-
panies who have dealt with the
placement office located in. the
360 Building. She told them about
the new placement office and the
job openings began pouring in. In
-the half-hour or so I was present,
the phone continuously rang. One
call was from Revlorr's personnel
office, Revlon, currently has
openings for secretaries. Pam-
phlets telling of job openings
teaching the blind, bilingual
students, and physical education
sit inside ~j,.. S"r hin's file cabinet
. ~
. by April Dunleavy
This is Parr Two of a three parr
series on crime prevention and
self-defense.
New York, is the mugging
capital of the world, according to'
t he comedians. There is 'a
mugging joke for every resident
of the City. BUI muggings are no
'joking matter. In' 1978: there were
74,029 robberies; and 43,271
.aggravated assaults resulting in
the loss of millions of dollars in
. . . . -
. personal propert y. Add to' that,
the .Injuries inflicted on the
. victims .and it equals a SIzable
problem. Mayor Koch's battle
. against subway crime attests to
·the fact thatmliggings are, in-
deed, a very serious problem"
A mugger just wants' your
money; he does not want to hun
you because he's just as scared as
you. If he is armed, and feels
threatened, a mugger will not
hesitate to use his weapon. The
best advice is give the mugger
what he wants. Money can be
replaced; you cannot.
A mugging victim interviewed
by this reporter said that if she
had to do it over again, she would
not have resisted. She was at-
tacked in the hallway of her
building.. When .the assailant
grabbed at her purse, she swung it
at his head. He broke hen arm and
fraccured her head wherlhe threw
her against her apartment door.
"I f I had given him my purse
....
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The Man and His Ideas
Time: 6 p.m,
Location: 4 North 23rd St. building
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Relationships in Government
Speakers at Baruch
In an institution of higher learning, an opportunity must be presented which
. will lead to creative thinking on the part of the students. One way of
accomplishing this would -be to bring in stimulating speakers to cover various
topics. Yet, we asstudents in this college have not attempted on our own 0 ",
behalf to c~eate this type of experience. We have the money in our Student
Government budget to bring in speakers of national promise ro our school. So
that, we need not be dependent upon the good will of the administration in
.providing this type of service. However, students should thank the people who
have been responsible for doing the job that our Student Government has been
neglegent in doing.
We, the staff of Ticker, feel that events of this importance will help to evoke
a se~se of'pride and un~~l'al'nong the Baruch Community. An e.wnt:oftms·
nature would greatly enhance the education a student will recieve in his time at
Baruch.
Members of the Day Session
Student Government wonder why
more students don't get involved
in the school's government.
Perhaps. if these same students
were forced to watch a film of one
of their meetings, they would get
a better understanding of why
students do not want to join the
SGA. There is a great deal of
hostility in the meetings, which
makes it very difficult for the
Assembly to function the way it
should.
Much of the blame must be
placed on the Day Session Student
Government's President Charles
Suto, and Treasurer Dalo Chin.
Not only don't these two show
respect for one another, but they
also seem totally incapable of
getting along. In past Assembly
meetings Mr. Chin has told Mr.
Stuto to "go screw yourself, .. and
another time Mr. Chin told the
.Assernbly that "he (Sturo) doesn't
know what he's talking abour ."
These kind of remarks obviously
indicate that there is a problem
between Mr. Chin and Mr. Stuto.
The feud has been going on
since the beginning of the
semester. Mr. Chin feels that the
feud started when he and the Fees
Committee voted against
allocating funds for Mr Stutos
legal services project. Mr. Chin
felt that not enough research was
done on the proj eel and,
therefore, s ru d e n t funds
shouldn't be used. Mr. Strto feels
the problems that exist between
Mr. Chin and himself exist
because Mr. Chin is reluctant to
follow school regulations and
policies. The one thing that Mr.
Chin and Mr. Suto do agree on is
that it is very difficult, if not
impossible for them to work
together. Mr. Chin says, "Mr.
Stuto does things behind his back,
and he doesn't receive any
cooperation from him." As an
example of this, Mr. Chin told of
his having to find out about
meetings from the secretaries
when Mr. Stuto should be con-
tacting him. Mr. Chin also claims
that Mr. Stuto, "is {rOying to take
authority away from me," and
points out that, "Mr.. Stuto wants
to sign all vouchers before money
can be paid out ." Mr. Stuto says
the reason he has trouble working
with Mr. Chin is because, "Mr.
Chin is new to~· student govern-
ment, and he's uneducated when
it comes to the rules and
regulations of the school." Mr.
Stuto claims that. "Mr. Chin has
broken fiscal guidelines and
disregards school policies that
prevent corruption."
Although there are two months
left in the term, Mr . Chin feels
that it's impossible for he and Mr.
Stuto to resolve their differences.
He compares their situation to the
situation between Russia and
China. If you know anything
about history, you'll know that
Russia and China hate each other
.and are always at each others
throats. Mr. Stuto on the other
hand still thinks that their dif-
ferences can be resolved, "if we
make an honest effort and follow
the policies of the school."
The two highest elected officials
in student government should lead
by example; but it is fair (Q say
that Mr. Stuto and Mr. Chin have
set a very poor example indeed.
What they both must remember is
that they are in office (Q serve the
students, and not to further their
own personal interests or ven-
dettas. It's up to both Mr. Stuto
and Mr Chin to get together and
straighten themselves out. Baruch
st uden t s deserve un biased
leadership.
:. -_ ... _..-._.: .-'- ,~~-~.-
. --
, ,
M.teh28.~-m9 , The Tick-er '
: n , , , ••
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by Keith Almodovar
The issue of crime on the same man was also a member of a heard her say to me, "I'm starting
subways 'has been discussed at big-time gang in the Bronx! to worry, Keith."
length over the past few weeks in Another incident occurred when Immediately, I turned and saw
New York City, but many people a conductor was almost thrown the chubby, drunk man cleaning
still don't understand how serious off a moving train onto the tracks his fingernails with a six inch
the problem is. by two "maniacs" who didn't knife! Everyone in the car was
If we take into consideration have anything better to do' for a horrified because they were afraid
that more murders have been laugh. this lunatic was 'going to try
committed underground in the When I sit back and think something crazy.
first 68 days of this year (9), than about all these occurrences and I The frightening part about the
all of last year (8), that alone think about that staggering whole thing came after he got off
should clarify the intensity of statistic of more murders on the train at 51st Street, (on the
what we New Yorkers are subways thus far this year than all Lexington number 6-). He held the
currently plagued with. of last, I say to myself, "What is knife under his palm trying to
The media has kept us this city coming to?" conceal it and all that was visible
informed of the latest crimes As of yet, I haven't found an was the shiny blade. He then sat
which have occurred either in the answer. But, I never felt the fright on a bench on the platform, as if
subways or on the subway of it all until Friday night March he were awaiting someone to
platforms. 16th at about 8:00 p.m. assault with the knife. He sat
Recently. a blind man was I was escorting my fiance there as the train pulled out. The
accidentally shoved in front of an Gladys Fonseca, home and while man looked as if he were in the
oncoming N train. A BLIND . on the train we both saw a chub- Twilight Zone as he held the knife
MAN! Ironically, no one saw' by, drunk man standing near the in his hand, trying to conceal it.
what had happened. The blind door, not far from where we were A young woman sitting directly
man was so helpless. he said he seated. ., in front of us must have been
-t-houghthe had fallen onto the We noticed that the drunk man terrified upon seeing the knife
track and the train was going to was continuously lifting up 'his because she was traveling alone.
run him over. legs to look at his shoes. I looked This was a frightening
Many people felt sorrow when at my fiance and we exchanged experience. indeed. and until. we
they heard about the deaf mute smiles. got off the train. I was in a deep
who was murdered on a subway The train was not packed. but "train of thought." I then said to.
platform, but they failed tY there were many people in our my fiance, HI don't believe this!
recognize that he too, had been car. People can't even travel on the
guilty of.,subwaY- crimes ;tLim~If. ~ l1~plr:.J;~ OR.~ ~0¥M~,~aJ!.Q~ ',' ~uP.ways,anymore!" , -. '
He had been convictedof raping .. ,witb my fiance not ndti'cirtg' ~hat,' :.' Myfriiht- ~s .not due to my own
two women on a subway. The was going on around me until I ' experience, but rather to the
Student Government given an "extremely hard
time"-to use his w~)J;ds- by a
. security officer requesting to see
the student's J.D. card.
The writer's inaccuracy begins
when he says: "The security
officers are supposed to allow a
student who does not have his/her
I.D. card to enter the building
upon the student signing a form
supplied by the security office."
During all of my several
months of duty as a student-aide
attached to the Security
Department, I have never ever
been given th-e instructions which
Almodovar has taken· upon
himself to give through your
newspaper .. '
If the writer wished to find out
the duties of a security-officer, he -
should first have icontacted the
Security Office rather than to
make certain assumptions on his
own accord. He would have been
informed that a security officeris
'not mandated, to permit an
alleged student into the building
(Student . Center) without such
person presenting his/her J.D.
The way Almodovar presents his
.commenrs sugg~s ·rhata'la
student' without the necessarv I.
. . . . . . .
D. need do. 'is sign a sheet and
proceed triumphantly into the
Student Cimer.
In fact, since the publication of
Almodovar's letter, several
persons without their I.D. cards
have suddenly started demanding
entry into the Student Center and
one in particular brandished a
copy of the Ticker newspaper
menacingly rome as a .challenge
that it is the student's inherent
right to enter the building even
without their proper I. D. 's.
It is a tragedy that a reporter of
Mr. Almodovar's stature should
be the one to have presented such
erroneous and misleading in-
formation to the Baruch com-
munity by way of his letter to the
editor.
The security officer, to be sure,
can allow a student to enter the
Student Center without his/her
student I.D. but only upon a
proper evaluation of certain OTher
criteria which the security official
must first consider. Inthe final
analysis; however, it is the
security officer who makes the
decision; the student without 1.0.
in no way has the prepgative of
demanding entry as a matter of
normal procedure. If this were the
case, how would a security officer
properly document that the
visitor is indeed a student?
Almodovar also made
reference to security officers
annoying students. If, as seems to
have been the case, he found that
a specific security officer was not
acting 'il;t' the proper')na~~Mr.
Almodovar should have filed a
. .
Cont~ onp.1.
Security & IDs
-Sir ,
I refer to an article entitled:
"Security-Safe- and Sound?"
written by Don Laub and
published in your eighth issue
dated February 29th, and' to
certain comments made by
oneKeith Almodovar in a letter to
the editor published in your ninth
issue of March 16th.
First, allow me to congratulate
Mr. Laub for having made
available to the entire Baruch
community a very pertinent and
well-written documentation of the
state of security at our campus.
Mr. Laub certainly deserves much
credit for his journalistic ap-
proach to the whole issue and for
raising certain questions of vital
, importance to all Baruchians.
In .reference to the letter by Mr.
Almodovar, ,howe\'er, lrn ust
ecpressrny total surprise and
shock that someone attached to a
school newspaper-as' Mr.
Almddovar is-co'uld offer
comments which are so totally
unfounded and out' of keeping
with the usual accuracy of the
~journaJjsticprofession.'
Almodovar referred to an'
incident -inwhidi a student was
endangerment of the elderly and
the young women who trawl by
themselves. Also. when I think of
my father, who works from 4
p.m. until 12 midnight and has to
commute home by train (from
~ 1st Street, upsets me.
Can you?
What about you the
Baruchian? How do you feel
about this mess we commuters are
in? Did you ever stop and think
about how intense this problem of
ours is? What can we do to
protect ourselves and our loved
ones?
Or do you think that just
because you're six feet tall and
weigh 195 pounds and happen to
know karate that no one is going
to bother you?
For those of you who think the
latter, think about the following.
always expect the unexpected tu
happen. for strange things can
happen to people when they least
expect. it: Innocent people are
getting assaulted, raped and
murdered.' The strange thing
about it is that THE LORD
permits things like this to happen
to the' good people.. and all the
bad people live to tell about- it. I
.~:can't u~(jerstandthilt 'logic!
grave injustice is being done to
our president. Charles Stuto is
running the Assembly meetings in
the best way possible. If the
memberstand it seems to be only
Ms. Levi) are unable to effectively
discuss and review the issues
before voting on ~them,. then
maybe we voted for the wrong .
people. And maybe we should be
grateful that our President is
doing whatever he can. But I do
not believe this to be true. Our
Assembly was elected for a
reason. Although the possibility is
credulous that one unworthy
member could have been elected.
In conclusion I would like to
'assure the student body that we
did not make a mistake in the last
election. Our President is
adhering 1'0 "" the procedures
cor rect ly and most of the
memners are vable to function
properly. It is unfortuante that
one m-ember' ~'hoseems to be
unfit for office is the one trying to
put the blame on others. But I do
hope that this article has eased the
, -minds of thosethat were warded
abOUT the":fundioning abiliry of
. ourStuderii "Asserilbj)·.·
Yet are they really ignorant, or
is Ms~, Levi using this as a
weapon? She informs us that the
Debate Council offered a seminar
on Parliamentary procedures, to
which she was the only one who
attended. This should have
proved to her that she is the only
person who is ignorant _of the
procedures. She seems to have
been astonished by the fact that
nobody else attended the meeting.
She felt that agrave injustice had
been done' to the club by Student
Government for not supporting
them. Unfortunately' she missed
the point. The club was offering
aid to Student Government and
those that needed aid attended the
meeting. Obviously she is the only
member who. is . unable to .par-
ticipate 'at the Assembly meetings
due to this ignorance. ,
, .'·Ms. Levi further state's "that
the Chair could;' in'effect,' do
"whateverhe pTeased"·~Tfeel thara
by this Assembly. I feel that Ms.
Levi has done an injustice to her
fellow Assembly' 'members by
informing the student body of
their ignorance.
~~f
Letters
To the Editor,
In the March .16 issue, 0: letter
to the editor entitled "Student
Government: A Second Look,"
seems to have been written by a
. .. .
very 'confused Jocelyn Levi.
There are a number of major
points I wish, to clarify for .all
those that read the article.
Ms. Levi, informs us that the
President of D.S.S.G., adheres to
"Roberts Rules of Order on
Parliamentary Procedure." She
makes it seem as if Charles Stuto
was the first President to do this.
Fortunately, I am.able to tell you
that he is not the first, although I
do feel he should be commended
for continuing this practice.
Student government meetings
must follow certain procedures,
why-not adhere to correct ones?
Ms. Levi then states that most
of the' Assembly members are
unfamiliar with these procedures.
It would seem to me .a duty of
every member of the Assembly to
be familiar with these procedures.
Since "hese~_.praclices were
followed by, the past Assembly, it
seems orily reasonable to con-
'clude"'"that:tlle~fwould be Iollowed".'..".
r:~_. -
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JOURNALISM WORKSHOP
FEA·TURING .'
, "
E·vent
f· " ~Ijm
panel
.workshop
.
Frank' Lynn, N.Y.,' Times
'Michael Rosenbaum, SohoWeekly News'
Jeohn Wo'oten, Esquire
. "
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Date ~Time Place
Thursday, 4/5 12:00' Rm 114
Thursday, 4/5 2:30 Faculty Lounge
Saturday, 4/7 10:00-4:00 Faculty Lounge
All events are open to the Baruch community,
however reservations must .be made for the
workshops and can be . made with the English
Department, the Office of Evening Student Services
(527, 26th St., or call'725-3385 after 12:30) and the
Office of Student Activities (104, Student Center, or
call 7~5-3057)
INTERNSHIP AT
PAN AMERICAN"AIRLINES
Project: To dete-rmine slack time in order to utilize Aircraft for
charter work.
Duration-2mts-Approx. 15 Hrs per week.·
. ~ , 0., '_'''' '. ~. ';, -, ... _...... , , ~ •• r •• ...' ., i (. 0.. r .' " • '.' :- •to • • ' •
Baruch Internship Program
315 R.A.S. Room 1235 .
Resume Required (please add relevant courses in major)
Apply:
Background: Student (undergraduate) with ability to work' with
. numbers, and details, must be able to summarize a mass of data,
and spot significant patterns' and, trends.
Advanced knowledge of math NOT required.
complaint with the Security
Department rather than to make .-,
certain general izt ion s about
security officers.
It seems to me that the writer
. annoyingly wishes to exploit the
inequities in the security system
which were already presented by
Mr. Laub.
Now, now, Mr. Almodovar!!
Enough is enough}! The questions
aieedbyMZR.LZAUZ AEEET-
VESTIGATED ALREADY. Why
not select another topic and
remember document your
allegations. The least Baruch
students can demand is accuracy
on the part ofits journalists.
Thank you,
Miles A Hintzen
Student~ideattach~toSec~rity';~ .. ,~..~:C~~~l'~'.~.~,~"~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~
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The China Syndrome:
Suspense and Suppression ''Voices''.of Love·
.BOOKSHELF
.-
" : ..,,'., ...;"
.... -
by Sandy Jacolow problems which add a true
Can love be found in Hoboken, balance to the sentiment of the
despite the beliefs that Cinderella story line.
doesn't live there? Can a man The two build strength from
who's world is music, love a girl each. other, as' they help each
who can never be pan of it?·· other realize their dreams.
."Voices,." which is now playing She is graceful as a swan when
at the Baronet, answers these she gets to dance, even though
question with a -touching charm there are major setbacks.
and wit. In Drew's dream sequence, he
. Drew Rothman (Michael is singer on a stage, finally
Ontrean) is an aspiring young making it. The scene tends to get
mUSICIan, who while taping a corny, but there is a deep (ruth to
record, in one of those 50c record it.
your voice booths, sees a vision of Will ·the two find love? Will
beauty. His eyes meet with those they live happily ever after? I'm
of RoseMarie Lemon (Amy Ir- n.ol saying a word, but it will leave
ving), and it's love at first sight. vou truly touched. It is sen-
. ..
Drew finally meets RoseMarie tirnental and dramatic while not
only to find out she's deaf. goingoverboard.
Despite this Drew still wants to go Amy Irving who plays the
.out with her.. Caught up in his sensitive deaf girl, is exquisite.
_ obsession to get a date with her, Her: facial. expressions ar.e
he asks.her "If he could call her ." priceless. As is her dancing which
. The two finally go o.ut and flows with grace and class.
whilethe times are good there are The songs and score were
many difficulties. One of them written by Jimmy- Webb. Of
being Rose Marie's overprotective particular note is the title track
mother (Viveca Lindfors), who' "Voices" sung by Burton
feels a singer can never love a Cummings.
deaf. person, since music is her!' "Voices" which won't spread
first love. out .to the' neighborhoods for .
Drew, at rhesamenme, must put .. neatly another '6 w~I:.s'isarn-~\;le:'.
. up ,with·· his fatberwho'san worth seeing. h.a'Joids falling.
. addicted gambler, and his brother into The typical love story but, as
who's always getting into it mixes sentiment with wit, it
problems. The family made up of comes up a winner. "Voices" will
four men has it's comical be heard.
"I'm not sure where all of this
nervousness is coming from," he
said, but later added that perhaps
they \\ ere "bothered by the reality
of it:'
Jack Lemmon,· silver-haired
-and-vsophistecated, spoke ··c-om-,·
·icany yet gracefully about what he
felt to be the major theme of the
. film-suppression. He said that he
admired his· character's growth
into a hero as he ··cut the um-
bilical cord of all time," caught
up, as he was, in the dilemma' of
. 'decent men doing indecent
things .':
And the svelt , sharp featured
blonde, Jane Fonda, placed the
movies emphasis on yet another
area. She lamented that
..... everything abour our socie-
ty conspires tomake us feel that it
is hopeless;" but continued that
. 'lite is filled with examples that
should keep you optimistic."
When asked why she bothered
to make a personal appearance,
Ms. Fonda, who was comical but
biting 'ttmrughout, said that she
felt that it was important to reach
··college kids-l mean; college
human beings" with the message
that " ... people mat te~ ... and
people create alt~rnati\es.··
The Chino Syndrome can be
Cont. on p. 15 col. 3
-----=====~~~~:ail
by Diane Salvatore
The China Syndrome is a daring
and suspenseful drama about a
female reporter fighting her own
suppression as a journalist, -but
also fighting for the public's right
to know that a nuclear power
plant in the area is a potential
threat to the lives of everyone in
Southern California. As pan of
the promotional efforts, the
film's stars. Michael Douglas,
Jack Lemmon. and Jane Fonda
arrived for a orrc hour panel
discussion after a' screening at
Columbia Pictures on Fifth
Avenue on March 12th.
Kimberly Wells, played by Jane
Fonda, is an attractive female T.V.
news reporter who consults her
mirror as frequently as her notes
on such pressing issues as the
migration of grey whales and a
tiger's birthday party at the zoo.
Her producer, who credits the
show's new and higher ratings to
Kimberly's red hair, does not in-
tend to heed her requests for
harder news stories. Instead he
says to her. at a glamorous party, a highergoal.
where. people discuss their salaries, Despite the technical tone in
that, "I like your hair like that. parts, one is not boggeddown by
Don't stay too late:' details, but is instead challenged
Yet Kimberly becomes irn- by the possibility of truth that
plieated in uncovering an accident The Chino Syndrome -presents
__ at a-·nucteaT-p~ptant-in·the·.. qaboutnudear power andrhe-care-
area,· .accompanied by .her hot- with which the public is left in the
headed, free-lance photographer dark.
friend, Richard (Michael The final hour of the movie
Douglas), who films everything weaves all the tributaries of the
that moves, But the two are plot into the kind of lean-
forced to sit on the story when her forward-in-your-seat suspense
producers warn that it is a felony that keeps you panting till the
to show a film without facts. end. Admirably, the writers resur-
While accepting this in favor of r ected the role of the hero who
keeping her job, Richard mostly tragically fights with his life for a
runs about ranting and calling her higher good. Jack Lemmon por-
to say things like, "You know, lrays the essence?f this m~n with
you're an asshole, Kimberly." . - . loyalty and passion all r11e way
But the movie belongs to Jack down to the last. detail of his
Lemmon, who plays Jack Godell, sweating.
an aging worker married and in Importantly, the movie does
love with the plant. When the not end when the reels 'stop roll-
three meet up together, they begin ing. The three stars, as well as the
to realize that the "China Syn- writer James Bridges and the Ex-
drorne," (a malfunction that ecutive Producer, Bruce Gilbert,
could render an area the size of showed for an hour to discuss the
Pennsylvania uninhabitable) mOVIe s implications. Michael
could be a reality because of faul- Douglas, looking as relaxed as a
ty machinery. At this point, Jack man in jockey shorts watching
and Kimberly undergo adramatic . football and drinking beer, com-
but believable personal catharsis mented that the spokesmen for
as they begin to recognize and pro-nuclear energy factions have
conquer their suppression by the renounced the film before having
_ respective bureaucracy in favor of seen it.
, ROCKVISIONS by David Ox- self-help book. As we' all know, 'by Joy Melville. (Penguin $2:50) of these are small press poets briefbios.
e-..-. toby (Dutton. $8.95) This vivid the only way to lose weight and Interesting .' compendium .. reflecting the. poetry being created SEX-LINK by Hy : 'reedman
tribute to makers of rock 'n' roll keep it off is to psych yourself in- documenting our favorite fears as in America today. (Bantam $2.25} All the filth you
demonstrates a true love and to a different approach to food. well as some more esoteric ones, Included are the best of Black, wanted. to know about the animal
understanding of what makes Reich comes up with many clever such as fear of buttons, or bubble gay ,Native American and other world. The female bedbug has. no
rock great. Almost as revealing as insights into the way we overeat. baths. minority poets. and a great por- sexual openings: the male must
Oxtoby's portraits of our :" For example, . do you put your 'A GEOGRAPHY OF POETS ed. tion of them are women. Alta. drill one. And that's only for
favorites, - are the .equally in- fork back down on the plate bet- Edward Field (Bantam $2.95) An - Ferlinghetti, Nila North Sun, starters.
formative biographical sketches. .ween bites? It will help if you dp:. exciting__an new anthology of Judy .Graham, Lucille Cliftoa.,w.;")~·. --:i jn£f;;~t~ niL) dr:':JL~ :
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Jazz at Baruch
( Toby Arrives
A1bu.mQuickies
b~' B. Delfyett
On the evening of March 8, the
Alley Lounge transcended into
the mood of a' night club as
Baruch students viewed a rare
jazz performance.
_ Hilly Saunders, the coordinator
of the concert began the evening
with a discussion of jazz. During
this discussion he pointed out all
students shoul be interested in
jazz because it is the only true art
form in the United States.
He feels that jazz is different
from other forms of music
"because a great deal of it is
improvisation. Improvisation is a
type of musical cohesive
continuity. Therefore. jazz
musicians are able to play with
persons they don't usually
perform with and still produce a
good piece ofmusic,
At the performance the
musicians were in such a position.
where two of the members hadn't
played together for three years,
however, the combination of
their talents produced results
which sounded as though they
had performed together regularly.
The quartet was the
combination of the talents of
Stanley Hope on piano. Kahiel.
Madi on drums.. Peck' Morrison
on bass and Charles Rause on
tenor sax.
These gentlemen 'performed
such classics as ··A Train" by
Billy Strayhern, .. Afternoon in
Paris" by 'John Louis. and
"Night in Tansemia" by Dizzy
Gillespie. •
-c,
After- the performance the
evening was far from over.' Peck .
Morrison began a question and
answer period. the focal point of
which was jazz versus commercial
jazz.
He began this discussion by
stating that he and his fellow
performers have chosen to remain
loyal to their art. They have all
had the chance to go commercial
'but have decided not- to becuase
thev feel thev would not be able to
. "
.. express their talents by doing so.
.Morrison, along with the other
members of the group. cited
several reasons why commercial
jazz is so popular.
The most important reason for
Cont. on p. IS, col. I
b)' Demetria Daniels
Toby J.landman will be the first
it,
act sponsored by The Student
Center Program Board in 'April
for the Oak Lounge Comedy
Hour at Iprn April 3. 1979.
Toby Handrnan is a. multi-
talented personality. displaying
her unique abilities' through
singing. dancing. and downing.
For years, these talents were hid-.
den away in suburbia. trapped by
the routines of a suburban life,
and only applauded by her fami-
ly. Toby ful filled her _duties, as a
wife arid mother running the
house, a'\d uncontrollably doing'
her, "gig" at-the supermarket.
To fill her growing ambition.
Toby ventured out of the house
(in Westchester) to find self-
expansion. and found a market
for tier talents in. television com-
mercials and off-Broadway
.
shows. She looked great in front
of the cameras, but the directors
threw a dust mop right back into
her hand-cast ing her as shc had .
been-an ordinaryhouscwife.
Toby was looking for glamour.
but wound up with Glarnorcnc
and a feather dustcr.
Toby didn't give up. She engag-
ed the finest acting and singing
coaches. Soon after, she was
discovered by a noted lyricist,
who conceived the stage,
character. and together with a
talented music director. created
her role in The Suburban House
wije.> "
'In order to pursue her career,
Toby convinced her family to
move to the "Big Apple" where
they live on the West Side. Toby's
career is finally skyrocketing and
she's really getting out thcrc-«
razzling, dazzling "ern.
AN EDWARD R PRESSMAN PRODUCTION
Sl~r"nl
W. Norton and Company;
Thomas Frost. Music and Arts
Representative, CBS Records;
Carl. Griffin, Representative-
Motown Records;
Kazuko Hillyer of Kazuko Hillyer
International. Inc.'
Maurice Levine, Broadway
Conductor. Producer, and
Director;
Richard Milfred, Music
Producer. Paramount Pier ures.
Each panelist will offer a brief
description of his/her training
and experience in the field. Then.
there will be a panel discussion
followed by a period during
which' questions from the tloor
will be answered.
This promises to be a, most
.timulatingand unique event. The
.eries is made possible by a grant
rom the Baruch College Fund.
The Music Department -is also
very proud to announce our' own
Spring 'Concert ,series.~Thisr~will
iridudeih~foifuwirrg'c6ricerf'S'" ,
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at the Cookery. There's more life
after 80, it seems.
Tom Paxton-Heroes (Vanguard
• •. .' 0, •• _.
VSD. 79407) Excellent com-
pilation .of political .and topical
songs by our premier folksinger,
featuring a haunting rrriernbrance
.of Phil Ochs, one on the Death of
. .
Stephen Biko, and a Carmen
Miranda-style satire on Anita
O.J.' The protest song is alive and
well.
Voyage-Fl.): Away (Marlin 2225)
Eurcdisco at its best' and' worst.
The aura of Souvenirs is recreated
from East To ~Vest on their first
album, sexy and exciting, but the
sl i c k vocals are annoying.
Highlights of the travelogue
include stops in Tahiti, Tahiti,
with wonderful steel guitar, and
Indonesian gamelan with Kechak
Fantasy,
Stick}' Fingers-(Prelude PRL
12164) Well crafted disco from
the producers who brought you
Two Hot for Love. Wasting My
Love is a great song by any
standard, with near perfect or-
chestration, vocals on par with
the Three Degrees or First
Choice, two perfectly timed
percussion breaks which don't get
monotonous. and excellent
recording where nothing gets lost
in the mix.
Peter Jacques Band->Fire Night
Dance (Prelude PRL 12163)
Almost tailor-made disco from
Italy, heady and ethereal, with
fast 'and furious percusiion breaks
The Baruch College Music
Department is pleased to an-
nounce two very exciting series of
musical offerings. The Quality of
Life series begins with a group 'of
concerts devoted to Music of the
World, East and West. These
include:
Monday, April 2-10:00-10:50
AM. The Chinese Music En-
semble of New York;
Tuesday, April 3-12:00-12:50
PM, Calliope-A Renaissance
Band;
Wednesday, April 4-1 :00-1 :50
PM, The Music of Japan;
No Wave-An album of a lot of Monday, April 9-10:00-10:50
different groups (A&M SP,4738) AM, The Music of India;
New wave, good and bad, but the Wednesday, May 2-7:00-8:30
standouts are two cuts by Joe PM, Scenes from Die Fleder-
Jackson, alive with bitter satire. maus.
Sunday Papers is about people In conjunction with this series a '
who live their lives through them. symposium will be held on
Got The Time is a speedy look at Wednesday. May 2, from 11:00 to
that which we're always losing. 2:00 PM entitled: Career Paths in
Look for his own album out soon. the Man~g~ment,.of Musical
On ocean-colored vinyl; that is. Enterprises. / Th~' dlstinguished
clear and blue ripples. panel will include:
,·Cont. o!J'p. '15,eeb 1- - .Claire .Brook, .Music. Editor.. W..
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Alberta Hunter-Remember My
Name (Columbia JS 35553) No
little girl blues here; this 83 year
old knows, what she wants and
sings it to you in. no. uncertain
terms. For a real treat, catch he-r
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Of,her'vouth.
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One loved ner:o
Jan Garbarek-Places (ECM
1118) More exquisite Norse free-
music from' Jan's icy sweet
saxophone. Surging, pulling, it's
, the ultimatemood music.
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year " could become harsh reality
when the evader tries to ret urn to
the U.S. But the usual response by
college students interviewed by
this reporter," is one of resigned
compliance. "Fd probably go, I
guess " was a typical answer to ~
question posed concerning the
draft.
There is also the option of
being a conscientious -objector.
According to "Draft-Past,
Present, and Future,"a Selective
Service brochure, a "CO" will
serve in "a military assignment
not requiring the bearing of arms,
or a civilian job contributing to
the maintenance of the nat ional
health, safety, or interest."
. 'College deferment is no longer
a way to evade the draft. Any
male student who is not enrolled
in a medical school has only until
the end of the semester to report,
until the end of the school year, if
it's his last .
Know your options; the draft
can be used as early asnextyear.
ding pieces. A collection of hand-
carved briarwood pipes by award-
winning sculptor Sandor Her-
shovitz captured everyone's atten-
tion. The pipes were carved into
many .interesting:.-and.;~ 'unusual
shapes, ., 'iridtidtrig"~a=:;'ShOe "and'a
foot. The prices -rarrgedfrom'SJ5
to $70.
Another booth featured hand-
carved and' hand-painted wooden
jugsaw puzzles, ranging in price
from $8 to $20. Still another
booth displayed a group of hand-
sewn, Quilted, reversible \'ests;
which sold for $70 apice.
There was a wide' \'ariet y of
items, and anyone who attended
the festh·al. was bound to find
something to interest them. Items
such as pillows, hair ornaments,'
puppets, stuffed animals, tloral
,_ arrangements, and a vast array of .
jewelry were a\'ailable in large
amounts. Prices ranged from $.50
to $500.
. If the works displayed at Crafts
'79 are an indication of what [Q
experct from the world of arts
and crafts in the newr future,
there will be many different and
unusual items to be found.
b~' Susan Cuccinello
How would you like [Q be the
proud owner of a U.F.O.? They
are small, easy to care for, and
quite a bargain at the low price of
. just ~lO. .~ "'_;"'~'C'"Per' V.F.O. 's were jusrone' of
the' "manyvoriginat items ··on
display at Crafts '79, New York's
Third Annual Arts and Crafts
Festival, which took place Satur-
day, March 10th and Sunday,
March lIth at New York's Statler
Hilton Hotel. It was the largest of
its kind ever held. O\er 200 ex-
hibitors came from Ne\\' York,
New Jersey, Conne~ticut, and
New Hampshire to display
and,' or sell their handi\\:ork.
In the past few· years, the' in-
terest in arts and crafts has in-
creased' considerably. In this
highly mechanized day and age,
there seems to be a growing desire
to return to· a more natural
lifestyle. People are starting to
appreciate the simple beauty of
handmade items. Crafts are no
longer. inexpensh'e hobbies; they
ha\'e become a form of an.
Although the majority of the
items on' display were beautifully
made, there were some outstan-
.ASUMIIER WITH _IT.
SUMMER IN ISRAEL .
High School seniors and college students study Elec_-
tronic Technology or Computer Programming at the ORT
School ·of Engineering in Jerusale~ on the campus of
Hebrew University. Participate in field trips and tour
Israef for 6 weeks.
Crafts Fair '79
-
by John Forde
The draft was one of the major "
issues of the turbulent 1960's.
Every young man in the United
States breathed a sigh of relief in
1973, when it ended.
Lately, the draft has returned'
to the. public' eye. The volunteer
army, for the second time in-
thirty years, has failed to produce
a standing military force suitable
for the protection of the nation.
The similarities between the
present situation and the one that
brought on the draft in '48 are
particularly striking. The U.S.
. was involved in a cold war with
Russia in '48 and storm clouds
were gathering over Korea. Now,
the U.S. and Russia are still the
world's major opposing forces
and those clouds could be for-.
ming over Iran, the Mideast, or
even Southeast Asia again.
The young man to be drafted
has. ,some options. He can, of
course, "cut out." A joke that
"Canada is beautiful this time of
. by Donna Terruso II ..
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zero? I am not referring to life in ..:.. .. ~ . .::__i-~:r-.~_~;:.:..:..~r .;. - '. ~Ij' ~ '. I
.the Arctic- now. If America goes '~I ! -.r -:~~~ f ~ ;~. ,;90;_ ~~,t~ :.. . ~....
metric, we will be doing just that. ~ ....:' .i .: ,~:'-';-:-._'-~ <'..: -",,- 7. ~ '~~&..t...~~. '. . ,.~ ;
That is not the only effect going . :", .. ~!f;(f;:~t; ;:;:,"'-' , -'. ·~·:S~S-~:;ta·.:JlIll!;1l!
metric will have on us, however. ;;'If/c,,!;j~-:?jff;··~. ~~ '\ \'~~a ff~~ 1_,.t' ';'':et~''
Should we convert, a lot would f¥1?:-I7=~~Yj. tt'~W 2'~~::~~· ~;"~~';
have to change. Many of us \ ~v _._.::I,;;,.... "'~I~;.ar.Lal
would be alienated from our ~. \~.::. ~:"':i ._=-~ Jc.- 0;!It ·
everyday activities. We'd no . '~.: ' . '.' t"l ;.~~ :\ , ..~~:-. "_~
:El!i:dri~~o~~U\::a7:~::~;~ :~~~~;~, II ~_:l~·~~~~jj .i . {::~-.
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Our own system of weights and
measures originated in ancient " :5\{'I?«;.!'~
..... ',. . f!J-:-)i:.("\h~;;,("\" Ii,.. - "(\~"."'\ ,\ ?r0Ji~'~<-". ';".civilizations. This system is based '.7>-.,/ - ,
., \ I'i:'" 'l( ~(1)~_'~ ~~ . • ( "r 'i ' l. , .. : .•
on measurements in relation to '\ P' -) ~{ , '.l;,. . ~ .. ,. - ,.- - '.' . t :
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our own bodies. A cup came from l"I--H:= .'-705. ;3>EAu-;-/ F.JL- FOCI CON ,e:=. 5T HAY /2-
the amount of spring water -one \/'Is;;.rGH-r- 8 f'v1~ASURE. FE::STIV'AL.-
would draw from the spring with. So why go metric? Did you Atlanta and Baltimore and he. is
.-~cupped hands; t-he inch was the know that conversion )0 the presently making arrangements
breadth of a thumb; the yard is metric system is not mandatory, for a New York City talk show
the distance from .the 'Iongest to yet there is no federal government appearance. Articles are ap-
the nose. policy to implement the con- pearing in the New York Times.
By converting to the metric' version as voluntary. The and Village Voice.
system now, the American Melfi f i c a ti o n Board in The' Most Beautiful Foot
consumer would be suffering the Washington, D.C. was set up io But the rndst recent of attempt 5
most. A recent report released by aid those buisinesses in their to get more people involved is an
the Gene9!.I~~b~so.u.!lti~ng~·,Offic.e conversion to ~etrk, 'should that .offbeat beauty, contest. ACWM
(watchdo..s·· '. for.. consumers) .. be vtheir choice. The Board is recently received permission from
'e~tin1at~-tKc70st'0(goirtimetnc-" ,. ~iovei.nm~ent:· '. fundec(' .but" not" 'the Parks Depanmem to" bold' a
at $lQObillion. That cost is going government run. --~ foot beauty contest and a festival
to .be passed on' to us, the con- We have no real conception of to pay honor to our customary
, . -
sumers. Think about it. the effect this will have on us and system of measure,
Everything would have to change; we haven't questioned anything; Yes-you read right! The most
calories would be counted' in rather passively most are ac- beautiful foot, whether decorated
joules, carpet would be measured cepting it. But there are ex- creatively or just natural, will win
in square meters, clothes would ceptions. Americans for its proud owner a free trip to the
be differently sized. To make Customary Weight and Measure, Great Pyramids Outside of Cairo.
repairs on any type of machinery a national group formed two There's no discrimination-either
which was metric, new tools years ago to preserve our weight sex may participate. (Registration
would have to be developed. Our and measure system, isn't. The fee: $3 to ACWM-Box 880,
architecture would be inaccurate, New York City base of the Cooper Station, NY, NY, 100(3).
as every.thing would rounded off organization is headed by Seaver The event will take place on May
to the nearest tenth. Leslie (who was active in halting 12 at the Central Park Bandshell
The cost of going metric would England's conversion). Also during a one day festival of fun
virtually wipe out small deeply involved in informing us for all. There will be booths fm
businesses leaving only "large are Dan Tripiano. Dan' Raiser, displays and ~raft . demon-
companies and corporations to Thurman Statom, James Car- sfrations, dance, music, mime,
- -m-o-n-o-p-ottre--rhe--Ameriean penter, and Don·Robinson. -l'hepoetry and -other acth·ities. Open
market. The process of members of the group have a firm for all to participate, you may be
metrification is also a slow one belief that going metric will do surprised as to how many good
and chances are even with these great harm to the American reasons t·here are to keep our
companies supplying us, the people as well as being totally present weight and measure
demands of the' American con- unnecessary. system.
sumers would be difficult to meet. The aim of ACWM is to make ~Anyone who's interested in
Much of our goods 'would have to more of us aware of the effects giving a hand to save the foot,
be imported. The fact that the that will occur should we be give a call to the Americans for
U.S. produces 1/3 of the world's force-fed, and to eventually halt Customary Weight and Measure
goods, gives us an idea how further metrification. Seaver has (GR 7-4602).
staggering conversion could be. been on radio talk shows m Stand up for the foot!
Give A Hand To Save A Foot
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Chamber Music including the
Baruch Trio
Thursday, April'~S 11:00 AM The
Telephone by Menotti
WesJn~y,....~ ;~". ,J.(),:QO -. AM.
Baruch:,·,College:Sta8.e·.~n4; ,~n(f.
Baruch·CollegeGospel Choir .
Wednesday,May 9 II :00 AM
... .. . ... .. ". . .:.... ... ; -." '~~ . ~~ :.~. ~.... ,. -. .' .. .. . ..
. _.._-_ .•.-._._..._-~~
Baruch College Concert Band
Thursday, May 10 12:00 N
Student Concert· .
Monday, ~ay 14 3:00 PM13aruch
Jazz Ensemble
Tuesday, May 151:00 PM Baruch
C()~Jege.Ch9~US "', ~..... '.;: .'Wedn~ay~;Maf.1'6 'lb:OO AM.
Cham~.MUsic·: . ! -:: ~ .. '
Wednesday, . May 16 12;00 N
. ..... _ ... ".-.-.", .--~- . ..... - ... \: _..... ") .
Baruch College Chamber Or-
chestra
Wednesday, May 16 I :00 PM
Baruch College Student Orchestra
Admission to both s~iies is free
and everYone is cordially invited
to attend. ·All of the events will
take. 'pi~ce:"'in" t11e'<'~edtar: Hin;
(Room' ·.£220>: ~12th" FI~r~' i7
Lexingt<!.D Avenue.
... .,...
~ - ~: ~ .....
SUMMER AT BRAMSON'
High School juniors, seniors and college' students study
at Bramson OAT in New York C~ty. Courses offered in
Basic Electronics. Introduction to Data Processing.
FORTRAN, COBOL, Accounting, Typing, Shorthand and·
\ Word Processing. .
Write or Call for more information about a s.ummer-with ORT
Bramson OAT
44-Ea~2~..$~·N~·~~~·l·,10010
- ;··,:·e :·:,-:':.~~i·~;'''·1 Jji..nJ~',~ .•~:-;-~~ .
Bratnson does not discriminate 'on the basis
of age. sex~ race, or religion..
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No Laughing" Matter
Wherewere~atWere We?
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Nancy Horton'
.."
Where were we" what werewe? .
How did we s(af1~.by? "
And hear bur voices crying out
And watch our people die
I'm afraid to know that, that is
me
I didn't want to see that part
But it's there in all of us who
allowed
These things to bypass our hearts.
Oh God, the deaths of six
million
By we who call ourselves like vou
Not to mention fourteen millio~
others
Who suffered a catastrophe
. .
named World War II.
To lofty heights it soars
Oblivious for a while
That I am just
Plain and lonely me
'Tis dark again
I should be glad!
My weary back to rest
Yet this recurring gloom
For foolish dreams
Once more
Will haunt me
In my imaginary room
We~1I travel
Over hills and peaks
The stars our only witness
Our lips will meet
In that sweet and fond caress
But come dawn
Likeyesterday, once more
You'll be gone
You near there were two such
.desecrators
And we stlliearned not?
No, for even today I heard nigger
andjew .
On the walls of the Ladies Room
There they discussed the hatred of
us two.
Someday soon
I. hope and pray
When I turn another bend
This journey will be
At its lonely, long-awaited end.
~/iles A. Hintzen
Will we ever see our own tears
Shall we ever recognize our blood
Or must there alwasy be the dying"
ofmen
Bodies huddled In perverted
floods.
Not for "me, thus, I see my'
blood
I've heard my screams 'at night
And no one will ever blind me
again
THIS is the reason I write.
, ,.
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. A Wandering Dreamer
. :." ~·7
A rugged terrain'
My lonely feet do trod
Passing by a million faces
That I'll never see again
A load upon my shoulder
This weight within my soul
Sweat dripping
From my dusty skin
Yet to my destiny
I must proceed
From this
I cannot ever recede
Yonder young couple
Their love blossoms
Beneath the sprawling tree
Oh! It reminds me
That i am free
Ha! Free I say?
It would be better
I am sure
Were I too a Captive
Of sorneones warm embrace
Alas! This tortured mind of
mine
Dreaming and ~spiring!.
,. t.;;11 I1H""
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We, and I smelled the blood
I tasted the shame and
"humiliation
We, and I witnessed the strip-
ping of flesh
And I took pan In the
degradation
In reality the blood was our
own
The tears rushed my eyes too
Each step taken toward those
chambers
Revealed what we must do
-
Now I'm ashamed and I'm
guilty
For had I been there, I too would
have kept the vow
Of silence and indifference,
blindness and fear
So low and inhumane, HOW?
. Alas we did nothing, and
worse we did
We gave permits to exterminate
flesh and soul
Now there are those who know to
our passivity
Whose sadistic hatreds will be
bold'
It was there! Where we stood
But we could : only see it "far
away
We could have reached had we
tried
, Yet in cocoons we chose to
stay
Diane J. Salvatore
• __ :-._ -_._· 1 __ 1._ _ -.\,._.
. In our conversations (I quite
botch them)
Skirting past the issue
Or meeting it. quite rudely
How often did I shake my head
(Oh God-·mistake)
But did I tell you!
Did I tell you that I want you-
With your odd array of moods,
Your somehow British fashion,
Your magnetic, smokey eyes.
Did I tell you?
And astound me
With your masked and blatant
meanings
With your coy and careful
greetings
With your mind-
Simply.
With your words-
Truly.
Did I tel you?
In a way (in a word) .
Can you read me?
1 thought, perhaps, you might,
I hope, perhaps, you will.
So for now I'll wait my worry
And continue with this strange,
delicious trading
And watch
Over my shoulder and to my
side
Eyes to your eyes "
And so it seems, at least
That I
1 did tell you .
I meant enough to you
To make you stay so long
'Til the day you thought it 0\ er
And told me it was wrong
You said you would be gone
You felt we couldn't go on-
anymore
And those years we spent
together
They seem so far behind
But the memories live on and on
Forever
In the corners of my mind
So you see, there's no
forgetting
No erasing of the soul
And through my life and future
loves you know
My heart can not be whole
The Corners
of My Mind
Those years we spent together
Were so ~·vonderful
And full of the special feelings we
shared
And you made my dreams come
true
The moment that I knew
You cared
And when I said "Llove you"
You kn-ew I couldn 't tie
I loved you more than life itself
I loved you
~P50~~:,~~~:~.~,~~~~~~~;3~~~:~:_~~__' .
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Steve Moskowitz
"Ready for some tricks boys
and girls?
In my bag is the funniest
one!"
The clown pulls a gun from the
brown paper bag
A bullet ends all the fun.
..
,Engrossed in thought
The clown has his plan;
It's the funniest of all his gags .
The lights go on .
The MC points .
The clown comes out holding a
bag.
It's another day.
Time for another show.
Go put on your make-up, Mr.
Clown.
Go make them giggle;
Make them scream for
more...
Or else, get out of this town!
. Did I Tell You!
What do you mean by all your
queries,
Sympathies and fluencies-
Generosities.
Can't our minds (at least)
Come and rest
In each other's arms
And I'll let go
If they are lost
And somehow struggle-
One against the other.
Did I tell you?
(Did I ask you-did I plead you)
That only meetings matter
Of the mind.
Leave aside profession
And repression.
I want you (one hand on yours)
Did I tell you?
Somewhere you are
Already mine-
I think you understand that.
What sweeter way to tease you
(please you)
Than on a bed of words.
Your speech is absolute
seduction-
Did I tell you?'
And begging pardon (I'm not
sorry)
With lack of some clear sign
Excuse me for the pleasures
I've had in fantasizing
That the intimacy of our
meeting
eyes (meeting minds)
. Might be extended. (I'll behave)
If you behold me (Hold me)
Nat your choice of suitor-
Let me near though.
I'm curious to hear
The nature of your
contradictions.
How lonely this clown is
With his witty lines
And his marvelous bag of tricks.
Day in; day out
. It's the same old routine
How did he get into this fix?
He bleeds inside
For a happier life
Not one where it hurts to laugh.
For inside this clown
Of fun-filled frolic-
Is a man being torn in half.
The jocular clown
Takes center stage
Gleaming are the children's eyes.
They laugh; he laughs
It"s all part of the Act
That he's alone is no surprise.
The kiddies all smile;
The kiddies all laugh;
The kiddies all give him a cheer.
After the show
He walks backstage
And the laughter has all disap-
peared.
j
I must have you-did I tell you?
Is that too much like a man?
Or isn't it very much more like a
woman,
Which I am-
Did I tell you?
What do you notice-
When you meet my burning
glances
Across the room.
What do you see?
Let me at your mind-
Where your passions are
tumbling
Like such heroic revelations.
Did I tell you
How it thrills me
When all that insistance
Carries in your voice
And your eyes (some undeter-
mined shage of
autum's blended colors)
Narrow like they do-c-
And your body crouches so
As if surrendered to a vision.
Did I tell you (one hand on
thigh)
That I want you?
I'm craving
(Going crazy, I suppose they'd
say)
Your skin is somewhat softened
by the years,
But your soul is (they can't see)
So much richer-
Did I cell you?
Mostly I'm not allowed
Mostly you'd only sympathize-
I think.
I don't know how to take vou
(oh, I'll take you)
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10 "Thanks ._.-!" ,
1: Mussolini, etal.
12 Enliven
13 Went backward
15 Ca rperrt.ry item
21 Nullify
27 Duped
28 -'- Vol ta
29 Mi ss Ga rson
30 Sarden vegetab1es
32 Prefix: child
34 Clod
36 Disloyalty
37 Ancient Egyptian
god
38 Ancient Asian
39 Affair need
40 Malayan boat
41 Straighten again
42 Type of;,e}-1Jiib:' , -:"';t[; .
45 Concurs
47 BaOserli.1<e,
animals
52 Mi ss Bayes
53 Good-looking
54 Name for ados;
55 Voucher
57 Hiatus
59 White House girl
8
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IN WESTCHESTER,
Wednesday, April 18. 1979
5:00 -- 7:00 p.m.
Dining Room 8
('amp-us Center
Bed ford Road .
Pleasantville. N.Y. 10570
DOWN
1 Ti cs
2 Mexican Indians
3 From Luanda ............
4 -- veto
5 " ... -- i ronbars-
a cage"
6 B'egrime
7 Slander
8 "The Story of -
Boy"
9 Offi ci a1 permit
(abbr.)
6
i .-
, -, '; ~ -:.
- ,., ... , "
5
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IN NEW YORK
Monday. April 16.1979
4:00 p.m. - 6-:00 p.m..
Schimmel Cen ter
Pa(c;'Plaza
New York. N. Y.l 0038
'-
1
14
17
19
23
51
62
56
60
The
Graduate School
Of Business
Of Pace University
Cordially Invites '(00 To Attend
AN OPEN HOUSE
RECEPTION
<0 Edward Julius-,'--19-78'-- Collegiate CW78-6
For Those Interested in
MBA And MS Programs At
The NewYork And Westchester ~PJJ$e$
Meet With Faculty And Administration
REFRESI:IMENTS WILL BE SERVED
48 Word ·in Cagney
ACROSS phrase
I,Discol~rations 49 Region of lndia
]. -'- Coast (Indi a ) 50 Organization for
14 .Fl oat i nq structure Ben Casey
16 City in Texas 51 Prayer p~rt
17 Count ry in Africa 53 Lacking .de l i cacy
18 Concise 5S Cut'
19 Prefix: moutn56 ,Dugout canoe
20 Very pale S8Mil k glass
22 We 11- known 60 Repea t '
magaz.i ne 61Tri fl in g
·23 Richard Deacon role ,62, Mexican garb
24 Math concept,. for '63 Office workers
short
25 Young boy
26 "Beat it!"
28 Employing
30 - d'.Azur '
31 Pj; t the football
, ' into play'
33 Stirred..up
35- Reta ined .
36 Furniture wood
37 Withdraw
40 Favors
43 Vi gor
44 Less cooked
46 Prophet
collegiate crossword
Pace -';'C"Y.wr-rwns ......."": ","'dtO
~-_.. Un.lversily
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Last Week'.
Answers.
China Syndrome
that all the allegations will be
investigated by Al Rosen.
Billy Martin didn't help his case
when he showed up at the Yankee
spring training camp and tried to
force Steinbrenner into signing a
contract. Everyone knows that
Steinbrenner will not be in-
timidated by anyone. If ' the'
current manager, Bob Lemon,
wins again this year with the .
Yankees. and wishes to remain
. manager, then it is most likely
that he will be retained because he
is well liked by the team, and
more importantly by Stein-
brenner. The only thing Martin
has going :foi him is'th~ loyal
support of his fans; but who.
knows, maybe' Billy the Kid will
return?
Cont, from p, II
appreciated on whatever level the
.- --~ - ------ - --. - - - - -----
viewer chooses to see it. It works
as a neat and exciting suspense
story. But it also works as a probe
into (he question of how much
control the, public will allow
themselves to lose to their ig-
norance. The China Syndrome
may well be referred to in the,
future to illustrate some of the
societal problems faced in the
seventies and eighties'; these pro-
blems being the potential of
nuclear power, the paradox of
what does the public know, and
what the individual can do.
i3
- . -, - ". ~ ... '.
Melanie-Ballroom Streets
(Tomato TOM 2-9003) - A fine
"twofer" from the little girl
who's been grown up for quite
some time now. Recorded with a
bunch of friends in Florida,
Melanie does some old and some
new with a casual flair that's
disarming. She's got guts, soul,
and believability.
music that they can visualize,
-themselves as playing. ~~~~~~::;.
The discussion never came to a
conclusion as to whether jazz or
commercial jazz was better, only
rhar jazz has survivedthrough
the years and jazz will always
survive! '
The evening ended with thanks
to .Vanguard,BSO~ and Luxury
Productions for bringing this
broadenmg experience to ~ruch•.
. Seasons' Rag Doll is a waste of
talent.
.Th-e Saga of Bi Ily
- ! -: .
'... , ........
Jazz Lives
Album Quickies
·Sittill9 It Out
•
by Josh . Pa Ie s t t ne would have to curb his tongue,
With the - baseball season layoff the booze, and avoid
starting in just a fewshort weeks, public incidents.
the Billy Martin vquestion has Since that day Martin has been
come up again. Will he, or will he involved in quite a few incidents
not be rehired by owner George that have drawn the attention of
Steinbrenner to manage the New Steinbrenner, and club president
York Yankees for the 1980-81 Al Rosen. In Las Vegas, Martin'
seasons? To refresh your slugged a news reporter and a suit
memory, Billy Martin was fired in has been filed against him.
the middle of last season when he. Steinbrenner has made it known
calle-d Reggie Jackson a "born that. if Martin is either found
liar," and' Steinbrenner a guilty, or settles out of court, he
"convicted liar." But just a few can forget about the managing
days later on Old Timers Day in job. Besides this, there have been
one of the biggest public relations other reports given to Stein-
moves in sports history, Stein- brenner claiming that Martin 'has
brenner said he would rehire been unable to give speeches. due'.
Martin back for the 1980 seasonif. 'to' being drunk. "Even .. when '
the ex-manager would "l?eh~lVe" Martinhasn't been drunk he has
himself until then. By "behave," ." been' involved in some heated
Steinbrenner meant that Martin arguments. Steinbrenner has said
, -,
Cont. from p. 12
thatwill leave you panting. Only
complaint is that it's almost too
formulaic. with the songs pop-
ping back from the breaks
without building. # Lead singer
Leroy Burgess is a real screamer.
Steeleye Span-Alive at Last
(Chrysalis CHR n 99) A
disappointing live farewell from
Britain's premier folk-rock band.
The spirits not in this one, and the
studio version· of the four
COnt. from p. 12
its 'popiJlarity is that commercial
music is the least expensive form
of music. This price factor has
increased the pressure to listen to
commercial music, which starts
the chain of peer pressure to the
non-conformers,
Another reason for its
popularity is that it can be easily
imltated by the' average person,
and .people tend ' to like
Cont•.from p~ 16 :-
. team, extending their careers as
by CharlesGaeta DH's, and offering leadership to. ourselves to that ever present,
a young squad. Thirtynine year-'Having cast their playoff hopes trite phrase, "wait til next year."
to' the wind, the Knicks now fi'nd ·U f I doesn ' old Rico Carty. "washed up" inn ortunate y, next year oesn t
the ational League" starts for 'the:
themselves struggling to avoid appear to be too encouraging
'. e Toronto Blue Jays. EVen players'
finishing in the cellar. either. For, unless management labeled as "troublemakers" have
Was it really that long ago 'trades for-proven ballplayers, the a second chance. '
when' the New, York Knicher- ,KniCks WIll becomprised of still '.' ,With a lineup of castoffs,
bockers were the champions of more rookies (fivein the first.two . rejects,': and fading stars, aU
Pro basketball?'l can rernembe'r; rounds) and 'an already young
. . " . . ., expansion dubs suffer through.
clearly, how Reed, DeBussere, unpolished 'nucleus. long losing seasons, some longer
Bradley, Frazier, and Barnett, This is part of the master than others. But with sma~( use
together with the. Minutemen rebuilding plan, engineerediby .. of the college draft, and' sensible
made .vthe ball, sin.·g'lik'e' never 'Son.ny .Werblin, and Co. 'To be . , '"
trades.' they can .improve theirbefore, hitting the open man and sure. it is a worthy play Which, 'in'" " . '.-~piaYlng that ~good ~tearn',defense. ' '-d'mi:~m~'-produ.ce,-a·~ hO,n-aficle 'le.~~~;~~~t:e~~'~nd and hand
Who would have predicted then contender in New York.. Having
with· civic :prme. Franchises
that it would· come·· to . this? already failed miserably in their promote the city and the team.
Probably no one, when- you attempt to buy a winner, the Fanslike to be associated with a
considered the Knick's fans and Knick braintrust hasn"t much to
iI' winner, and expansion is the first
the Knick's checkbook. lose by emphasizing youth. step. With the publicity pro
But here we are fans, agonizing My sympathies are extended to sports brings,' expansion can
through this dismal season, with the Knick cause, however, for in a
supply smaller cities with a chance
the rookies and new additions to m edia-dorni nat ed city that to grow.
the team trying to show their demands sucess and has tasted
coach that they belong on the and digested success in the past,
Knicks for the years ahead. the road ahead will not be a
As Knick fans, we must subject smooth one.
, .March 28, -J97.9.· .: '
. ' , ...
NO
Josh Palastien
_ : __ :.._:• .\.: •• :>' - -.~. -- - ••••- ,-, .... ~ - ••••••• '
The Ticker
Sport Forum
.'-
Should Expans.on Be- Encouraged
Ernest G. Fagan
YES
. Page 16
~..._..
~.
-~.
Expansion is vital for baseball
[0 survive. Being a main staple of
American life, millions are spent
every year on all phases of the
sport. Yet, growing cities like
Phoenix, Portland, New Orleans,
and Miami still meet opposition
from those who feel expansion is
detrimental to major league
baseball.
Expansion gives fans incert ain
areas a new look at a particular
sport. Take Denver, Colorado.
Fans are treated to the NFL
. Broncos, a rising football power,
and the basketball Nuggets, a
former ABA team. When the
ABA folded, expansion helped
Denver come into the NBA.
Hockey has come to Denver in the
form of the Colorado Rockies.
Yet, for baseball, Denver, a
growing metropolis, must turn to
the Denver Bears, aminor league
. t_eam .
. .Cities rhar have pro franchises
receive great publicity Ex-
pansion turned· Seattle into a
thriving sports town. Possessing
only the basketball Sonics, Seattle
was awarded a domed stadium,
the football Seahawks, and" the
baseballMariners. Now Seattle
has become a worthy rival of
other Western cities, outdrawing
Oakland in football and San
Diego and Anaheim in baseball.
Baseball purists argue no
expansion because there are
enough weak clubs. Established
teams like Cleveland, ~hicag.o,
Detriot , and Oakland are already
experiencing low attendance and
suffering with inept players.
Even Baltimore, who won over 90
games in 1978, failed to draw a
million people. Yer irhree year old
Toronto enjoys a large number of
sellouts, despite its last place
finishes.
Expansion can be dangerous if
the city is unable to handle a
sports club. To be eligible for a
franchise, a city must prove it has
the civic responsibility and the
financial means -to field a major
league team. A city must support
its players with good attendance
and patience.
a prime example of this is the
New York Mets fledgling years in
the National Leagre. Robbed of
their beloved Giants and
Dodgers, New Yorkers supported
the Met s through years of
horrendous losing and never gave
up hope, The fans were rewarded
with a championship iri 1969.
The lack-of such optimism on the.
fans part is the main reason
franchises fail.
Those who say expansion teams
dilute the strength of the other
clubs are wrong. There are plenty
of players who sit on the benches
of talent rich clubs like the
Yankees, Phillies, and Royals,
unable to unseat the superstars
and bread into the lineup. New
teams give these players a chance
to establish themselves and prove
their worth. Aging veterans also
find new life with a first year
Ir would be a big mistake if
- professional baseball decided to
expand in the, near future.'
Although baseball is on the rise.
the sport just isn't ready to meet
the challenge expansion would
cause.
As of now there are too many
weak teams in. baseball, _ and
expaniori would only add to the
problem. Teams such as the
Toronto Blue Jays, Seattle
Mariners, and Atlanta Braves are
so uncornpet itive that it would be
foolish to add more weak teams.
The only reason Toronto and
Seattle draw well in attendance
now is because they're relatively
new to their cities, but if they keep
on losing t he fans will desert
them. Just ad the New York
Mets.
Another problem that ex-
pansion . would cause is adding
new teams to overcrowded divi-
sions. The American 'League divi-
sions already have six learns .apiece.
The maximum should. be . five
teams to a division. The divisions
are so crowded that after.only two
months of playing many teams
are finished for the season
because they're so far behind the
first place leaders. Having more
divisions might be- a solution to
this, but if each league divided up
into three divisions that would
mean a new playoff system.
Many people are against adding
more teams to the playoffs
because some of the teams that
might get in won't betoo good.
An example of this-is the New
Jersey Nets basketball team. The
Nets are headed for the playoffs;
but they're only playing 50Q ball
which means that they- lose as
much as they win.. A team with
that kind of record shouldn't be
in the playoffs in any sport.
Depending on ho~,- the ex-
. pansion draft would be held,
some teams that have worked
hard over the years to become
respectable could lose valuable
players. The N1ilwaukee Brewers
and the San Francisco Giants are
now ready to make a run for first
place. in their dividions, and it:
. wouldn't be fair to take away
their players. If all the teams
would be able to protect their
good players, then that would
. mean the expansion teams would
be choosing among castoffs and
second rate players. A team filled
with those kind of players cannot
be competitive•...
Instead of .expanding baseball, ..
the- two leagues should relocate
some of their established teams.
There are many teams that can't
compete for free agents because
of finances. The Oakland A's
and Baltimore Orioles have lost
many baseball stars because of
the salaries they wanted. Because'
these two teams don't draw well
in attendance they couldn't afford-
them. Even when Oadland won
three World Seriesthey never
drew well. Before bringing in new
teams, the leagues ought to help
the established ones first.
Sensational Volleyball & Other Intramurals
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Recreat ion and Intramural Pro-
gram. Superstar T -Sh ir t s are
available for all competitors.
5. The Indoor Soccer Tourna-
mcnt will be held on Thurxday,
March 29. Tuesday April J. and,
Thursday April 5 between 3 P.M.
~ ~
and 6 P. M. I'll the College Gym.
Eight teams ·of 6 players each will
vie for t he t itle. Coach Tony
Henry is allowing one player from
the Baruch. Soccer team on each
of the Intramural Teams so the
play should be of high quality.
..... :'
-. ".. --..
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st age t hc first Baruch College
Disco Dance Contest. Chairs will
be I.,Cl up in the gym to accornmo-
dat ethc expected large audience.
2. The Ms. Baruch Co n t est .
April 26. Juring Club Hour'> in 4
Nort h ,
3. Also, on April 26 during Club
Hours the Second Annual Intra-
mural Badminton Tournament
will be held in the College Gym.
4. In May, the Men's and
Women's Superstar Contest will
be held. This is one of the most
popular tournaments of the
bat ing Societ y was also close:
Score: 16-14 Management.
Each of the 14 reams must lose
2 games to be eliminated
Tournament play. The matches
resume Thur sday , March 22 and
29, again during Club Hours. The
air is charged with electricity and
it's a lot of fun, so all Baruch
students are invited to come and
watch.
On Friday, March 16, the win-
ners of the Intramural Basketball
Tournament, the Butlers, chal-
lenged thy College Varsity Team.
The Butlers played uncoached.
The Varsity was coached by Ai
On Thursday. March 15 during Stallion-Ice and the Cubes match. Ford, otherwise known as The Late Results
Club Hours. 14 Coed Teams of 9 The Stallions were down 14-6 and Mouth. The game was terrific-
players each showed up in the to the cadence of about 26 Stal- close all the way; a large exciting March, 24, 1979
College Gym for the beginning of lion supporters shouting "Stal- crowd. Final Score: Varsity 52, Ba••ball,Season Opener
the ~~tr~rp.~,r~}i~~~P.~~~~I !~~rn.- l.iO.0.5,\:' :th:'eS~:n.~~.}~D~~;:n: .'1f!I~O~ ~.~~~~:~.. _ .-........-. .. •ament~ ~.c~~~l~·a~~~~~~sa.wa y ~laoe'" lea ~ '~v ,..~... . .......
number of exciting matches, but- 'win:tfle ga.ne:;-J'~1Jt':~""'~~'~:~On Apr-il-S-in the.:Cdllege·6ym:, '-~.'- ~.. .. itil.nlii.:~.: ,:
probably the one that created the publicized match between the during Club Hours, the Recrea-
. ,:'. l~~~l v.ocalc)l~nt-i:ng. ,~as.. the .. ;,Ma.n~e~~.yan~Jb.e.~-~ -, < t.i~D.::..a~J.\\!@mtlr:a.l.O(fjc.e~I',.,:,~.,: t ;"')~" .,n. :-.-' J:~~'. ;
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